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Administrators And S.C. Residents Clash
by Robert Levy

Last Thursday night, Hamlin
Hall became the meeting ground
for administration officials and
South Campus residents to wrestle
with the problems brought on b
the construction of the new South
Campus dorm. Representing the
administration were Tina Dow,
director of residential services,
Dave Winer, dean of students, and
Vice President of the College
Thomas Smith. Approximately 60
South Campus residents, many of
whom showed no inhibitions about
making their opinions known,
came to the meeting.
Winer opened the meeting by
dispelling several rumors about the
new dorm. First, Winer stated that
the new dorm is not being built to
accommodate an expected increase in the student body next
year. Secondly, Winer insisted on a
point which would come up several
times later in the meeting: the
decision to build the dorm was not
made until the last weekend in
May, the weekend of Commencement. Several students felt
that the decision to build the dorm
was made several weeks prior to
that date, and that they had purposefully been kept in the dark
regarding the decision.

Winer commented that the
reason behind the meeting was to
achieve some understanding
between the administration and
students regarding the inconvenience to students which the
construction has caused. Anyone
coming in late might have received
a decidedly different idea as to the
meeting's purpose. At times, the
meeting got out of hand with bitter
altercations between students and
administrators. The administrators
were angered when students made
false accusations at them, while
students were irked with the administrators, especicially Vice
President Smith's, apparent lack of
understanding for their plight.
Dow went over a petition
signed by more than 150 South
Campus residents, containing
several requests designed to make
these students' situation more
livable. Beginning with the request
to have construction start later in
the day, Dow noted that this is
impossible. Since there are only so
many hours of daylight, starting
later would untimately result in the
dorm's not being ready for
occupancy next year. As to the
lack of nearby student parking
spaces caused by the construction,
Winer was sympathetic but noted

BakkeCase
by Holly Singer

"The Bakke Case: Affirmative
Action in Higher Education" was
the topic of a panel discussion
Thursday evening, November 3, in
McCook Auditorium.
The panelists for this event,
which was sponsored by the Urban
and Environmental
Studies
Department, were Wendy Susco,
professor at UConn Law School;
Robert Massey, dean of UConn
Medical School; Marion BelgraveHoward, director of the Connecticut
Talent
Assistance
Cooperative; William Kiefer,
editorial writer for the Hartford
Courant; and Dr. Ronald
Goodenow, professor of education
at Trinity, as the moderator.
The panel discussion dealt with
a controversial case which is
presently before the Supreme
Court, the Regents of the
University of California vs. Allan
Bakke. In this complex civil rights
case, the appellant, Allan Bakke,
claims that his denial of admission
to medical school at the University
°f California, Davis, involved
discrimination against him, as
minority applicants were given
special consideration through
affirmative action programs.

Wendy Suskow presented her
position on the Bakke case, as she
led the panel with the statement
that "we are not dealing in a world
that is either race-blind or sexblind." Consequently, admissions
committees maintain an interest in
more than just the applicants' test
scores and grade-point averages. In
evaluating the applicant pool, they
must
deal
with
certain
characteristics over which human
beings have no control.
As Suskow emphasized that
people have suffered from sex and
racial segregation, she stressed the
need for affirmative action
programs in order to give people
equal protection of the law. In this
light, she upheld the freedom of
academic communities in their
process of admissions to make
decisions for diversity.
The panel proceeded as Dr.
Robert Massey affirmed Suskow's
position within a broader context.
Massey considered the Bakke case
as a question of dealing with "social
wrongs" and a matter of great
social implication as it affects
academic institutions. As he affirmed the freedom of universities
in their choice of both professors
cont. on p. 4
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that there are plenty of spaces
available in the Broad Street lot.
The students also requested
that a quiet study area be set up
specifically'- for South Campus
residents. Dow has seen to it that
from noon on, a study room will be
set up on the Life Science Center,
and at night, from 7:00-11:00 , the
red dining room will be available
for study for South Campus
residents.
Another request was that the
South Campus complex have its
dorm rating changed from an "A"
to some lower designation. Dow is
working on the problem and is
thinking of using a "graded rating
system" i.e. making the rooms
nearest the construction "C"
rooms, and the others "B" rooms.
The final request was that those

South Campus residents desiring to
move elsewhere be given first
priority on the waiting list for those
students wanting transfers. This has
been done.
One student at the meeting,
Dave Weisenfeld, demanded to
know why South Campus students
weren't notified immediately that
the new dorm would be built.
Smith retorted with, "Why should
they have been?" Taken aback,
Weisenfeld answered that, had
students known of the plans to
build the dorm, they would have
tried to transfer to better rooms.
Smith rebutted by stating that if all
these students tried to change their
room at once, the entire housing
process would have been thrown
into chaos.
Certainly the most vocal

student in attendance was Kent
Reilly who asked why students
weren't allowed to vote on the
dorm's construction. At this point,
Winer explained the process that
led to the dorm's construction. Last
May, a plan was presented before
the Board of Trustees, describing
the College's expected needs for
the next five years. To many administrators' surprise, the Trustees
okayed plans to build a new 100bed dormitory. The South Campus
site was chosen as the most suitable
for this size dormitory. This, when
South Campus students arrived on
campus, they were treated to a
surprise of their own—a sign
stating that a new dorm would be
built right beside their own.
Smith added that the sooner
cont. on p. 4

Interim Replacement ForLee
by Carl Roberts
Trinity College has decided to
look for an interim replacement for
David Lee, director of student
services, who is leaving the college
on November 15 to take a position
at Washington State University.
When the temporary opening is
filled, the search for a permanent
replacement will begin.
The interim replacement will
share responsibility with Wayne
Asmus, assistant director of
student services, for the various
duties performed by the Office of
Student Services. The Office's
primary concerns are managing
Mather Campus Center and
working on student activities.
"The new person will probably
work through May or June," explained Vice President Thomas
Smith. He said that by hiring a
temporary replacement for the
remainder of the academic year,
Trinity would have a better opportunity to find a permanent
person. This is because more
candidates are available at the end
of the year than in the middle.
"We have received a fair
amount of student opinion,"
commented David Winer, dean of
students. He said that he met with
Mather' Hall's student supervisors
and with the Student Government
Association to discuss the process
involved in replacing Lee. He also
held an open meeting for interested
students, but none attended.
Winer reported that, within the
next month, an advisory committee
of students, faculty members and
administrators will interview
candidates for the interim
replacement position. He said that
he hopes to get this position filled
soon so that the search for a
permanent director of student
services may begin.

The first step in finding a
permanent replacement for Lee,
according to Smith, is the
evaluation of the director's
position. Smith remarked that he
has a job description which lists the
director's duties, "but I'm less
worried about the job description
than the quality of the person." He
said that he is interested in finding
someone who will get along well
with students and will serve as an
inspiration to them.
After clearly defining the

position which the college would
like to fill, the process of advertising and; reviewing candidates
will begin. Wheh,the list has been
narrowed down to a handful, they
will be brought to Trinity to meet.
with an advisory committee of
students, faculty members and
administrators. "From the committee's evaluation of the candidates," Smith concluded, "I hope
to art a pnod idiM l>r a:hn I shnuld
hire.'
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Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About SAGA
by Alan Levine
Jeff Wilson, Food Service Director for SAGA recently discussed
the many aspects of Trinity's food
service and, in so doing, cleared up
a few common misconceptions and
revealed some little-known facts.
First, despite beliefs to the
contrary, SAGA does not make an
exorbitant profit from the meal
plan, according to Wilson. He
receives a certain percentage of the
money spent by students to pay for
the food, salaries of employees and
other such costs. The school

receives an additional percentage
to pay for utilities, the maintenance
of equipment and other fixed costs.
After taxes, Wilson estimates that
SAGA makes a 3% profit.
Also, students are not paying
quite as much for their food as they
might think. Whereas students
who pay for each meal separately
spend $5.25 each weekday, students on the meal plan spend
approximately $3.87.
Wilson and his staff do not
generally determine the food to be
served at Mather. SAGA is a

national food service which serves
college campuses throughout the
country. Base menus are planned
in California, where they are made
to be nutritionally sound. However,
these menus are not expected to be
followed to the letter. SAGA is
aware that changes must be made
according to regional preferences
and the particular wishes of the
students at each institution. For
example, Wilson pointed out that
Southern Schools serve certain
foods which would not be popular
in Connecticut, and dishes that are

'Neath The Ash?
by Suzanne Blancaflor
The trees on the Quad are dying
from Dutch Elm Disease and within
a few years they will all be dead.
Therefore steps have been taken to
relandscape the Quad. The Long
Walk is Being widened and sixtythree trees are being planted.
In a study by Skidmore, 0wtngs, and Merrill of Washington
D.C. it was decided to replant the

trees in the shape of a T, thus
adhering to the original master
plan. Six trees were evaluated. The
Marshall Seedless Ash, Sugar
Maple,' Sweet Gum, tittle Leaf
Linden, Red Oak, and Red Maple.
The criteria that these trees were
evaluated on included disease
resistance, breakage, maintenance, appearance, and root system.
The Marshall Seedless Green

Ash was chosen for many reasons.
It is virtually maintenance free.
The tree's root system is shallow
and the tree grows easily, Also the
only pest that it is susceptible to is
Oyster Scale. The Ash also resembles the Dutch Elm. It is a
spreading tree with an open head.
Like the Dutch Elm, its autumn leaf
color is yellow and its texture is fine
to medium. The bark of the tree
also resembles the Elm in color and
in its Iongitudal furrows.
The transplanting will start this
fall, with fairly large trees that are
six to seven inches in circumference. The cost of all the trees
together is approximately $44,000.
Hopefully the transplanting will be
completed fairly quickly. Transplanting will start at the base of the
Bishop Brownell Statue and then
towards the Long Walk. The only
question that remains is what will
the new Alma Mater be?

Boulding
Lectures
The soon to be remodeled Quad.
photo by George Young

UConn OffersSlavic Studies
The Economics Department and
the Mellon Symposium at Trinity
College is sponsoring a lecture by
Kenneth E. Boulding, internationally known social scientist. His talk,
"Models and Metaphors in the
International System" will be held
Friday, November 11 at 8 p.m. in
Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences
Center.
• Professor Boulding is currently
a Director of Research for the
Institute of Behavioral Science and
Professor of Economics at the
University of Colorado at Boulder.
Educated at Oxford, he first came
to the United States in 1932 as a
Commonwealth Fellow to study at
the University of Chicago. He has
taught as many other universities
in this country and Canada, and

has served as a visiting professor in
South Africa, Jamaica, Japan and
Scotland. His particular area of
exoertise is social systems.
Professor Boulding is the author and editor of some" 27 books,
including The Image; Beyond
Economics which was nominated
for a National Book award; There is
a Spirit, now in its fifth printing; A
Primer on Social Dynamics; and
Economic Analysis, now in its
fourth edition. His most recent
book is The Social System of the
Planet Earth.
The recipient of 24 honorary
degrees, Professor Boulding was
awarded the John Bates Clark
Medal in 1949, artd was named a
Distinguished Fellow of the American Economic Association in 1969.

Functional Illiterates
(CPS) -"Colleges for over a
:entury provided tutoring for star
quarterbacks and football players...I think they should be able to
do the same thing for the disadvantaged."
With that statement, HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano announced an intensive investigation into
he 14 year decline of standardized
est scores. The investigation will
be conducted by the National
Institute of Education (NIE).
It was the first time the
government has revealed its concern over low scores. Under thp
Ford administration, the NIE down
played ihc decline and encouraged
no research into possible causes.
Califano predicted that the NIE
investigation will cost roughly 2 ;

million dollars and he expects it to
be far more rigourous than a
similar one conducted by CEEB.
That study attributed the decline to
eroding standards within the nation's highschools. According to
Califano, recent polls indicate that
83% of those polled favor a return
to basics - primarily the 3 F's.
Toward the end of his speech
Califano discussed the question of
"cultural bias", saying that it was
imperative to "develop tests whose
content does not place an excessive
premium on cultural background."
It was in the context of cultural bias
that Califano mentioned the Bakke
case, a subject he adroitly skirted
by saying that while he rejected
arbitrary quotas, he favors some
form of special admissions.

favorites in some schools are not at
all popular at others. Thus, through
trial and error, he has learned
which foods are popular or unpopular at Trinity. He is allowed to
make changes in the base menus
according to these observations.
Food is not bought through
SAGA. Wilson has contracts with
various companies that supply
meat, canned goods, frozen foods
and all other categories of food
consumed. Produce is purchased in
New York City. All baking is done
on the premises except for the
bread used for sandwiches and
other such purposes.
SAGA deals with huge amounts
of food, but through careful
observation and figuring, little is
wasted and constant shortages are
usually not a problem. Wilson
explained that it takes about two
weeks to calculate how much to
prepare in order to have approximately the right amounts at each
meal. The quantities handled are
staggering. Fifteen hundred
pounds of roast beef are consumed
each week, while $1800 is spent per
week to buy 1200 gallons of milk. In
a single day, 150 dozen eggs are
used in the kitchen.
When students hope to get a
change from SAGA food, they
ought to head to ABC Pizza or
Friendly's, because the Cave is no
escape. Despite some differences
in food, it is run by SAGA and
staffed by its workers. Wilson
keeps approximately 250 on his
payrolls. Fifty are regular SAGA
employees, while the rest are
students, a good percentage of
whom are on financial aid.
Aside from complaints about
individual food items posted on the
bulletin board in the cafeteria
(Wilson estimates that they comply
with 90% of these), major complaints are frequently heard about
the meal plan and dining room in
general. These complaints usually
deal with crowded conditions, both
on lines and in seating, and
displeasure over the two meal
plans offered. Wilson said that he
is generally not made aware of
these grievances. Only one or two
students have complained to him
about the meal plan this semester,

The Center for Slavic and
Eastern European Studies at the
University of Connecticut in Storrs
is offering a number of courses this
spring to qualified Trinity juniors
and seniors.
The following courses are open
to cross-registration; Anthropology
315, Ethnography of the USSR,
W2-5; History 130, History of Jews
in Europe, TuTh 9:30-11; History
130, Eastern Europe: Independence and War 1918-1945, TuTh
12:30-2; Interdepartmental 145,
Medieval Urban Civilization, TuTh
11-12:30; Political Science 245,
Urban Politics in the USSR and
Eastern Europe, Tu 2-5; Political
Science 245, Environmental Politics in the USSR and Eastern
Europe, Th 3:30-6:30; Interdepartmental 145, Slavic Culture:
Survey of Russian and East EuroIn the next two weekends, t h e
pean Art, MW 3:30-5:00; and
Drama C295, Modern Theatre in SGPB will be presenting some truly
East Europe and Russia, W high quality events. On Saturday,
November 12 this year's first Club
12-2:30.
" T " will take place in t h e Mather
Interested students should conDining Hall at 8:30 p . m . T h e " T "
tact J.R. Spencer, Dean of Studies
will feature T h e John Payne-Louis
(Downes 202), for information
Levin Band and comedian-impresabout registration arrangements.
sionist John Roarke.
The Payne band played at last
year's " T " to standing ovation
encores and a very approving
crowd. The band h a s released two
albums " T h e Razors E d g e " on
Tonight the Trinity World AfArista Records and " T h e John
fairs Association will present "A Payne-Louis Levin B a n d " on MerSense of Loss," a documentary cury Records. Both albums display
dealing with the crisis in northern the tight driving of the bass and
Ireland. It will be shown at 8 p.m. rhythm sections a n d the masterful
in McCook Auditorium and is free interplay of Payne a n d Levin on t h e
to all Trinity students and faculty. sax and keys, respectively. The
The filmdeals with the social, group plays a combination of jazz
political, and religious dimensions and rock a n d its five m e m b e r s
of the conflict and will include bring out this unusual mixture in a
comments by participants such as way that is very pleasurable to
Bernadette Devlin and Ian Paisley. listen to, and well worth t h e two
In light of the recent award of the dollar admission price.
Nobel Peace Prize to Mairead
Appearing with the Payne band
Corrigan and Betty Williams, the
will b e John Roarke, a master of
leaders of the Peace Movement in
imitations a n d the comic situations
northern Ireland, the film's theme
he can produce with t h e m . Roarke,
is especially current. There will
does a wide variety of characters
also be a discussion following the
including Johnny Carson, Woody
film.
Allen, and t h e entire crew of Star

but he has been alerted to the
desire for change due to a recent
attitude survey.
Wilson says that he would like
to see a meal plan where the
student may eat any ten meals each
week. He feels this is likely to come
about next September. If this
occurs, the 15-meal plan (on which
only 25-30 students now operate)
would be eliminated. Of course, he
expects this new plan to cost less
than the present 19-meal one.
Students have complained about the inadequate number of
seats in the dining room. Actually,
there are approximately 700 seats
as compared to the 1,066 people on
meal plans. On a day-to-day basis,
Wilson feels, there are enough
seats. A seating problem only
arises during banquets when the
band takes up room. However, he
admits "it's not an ideal situation." If Mather is expanded as has
been suggested, Wilson figures
that 50-100 additional seats would
be advantageous, as would another
hot serving area. Recently, an idea
whereby one of the cold serving
areas in the cafeteria would be
switched to a hot serving area was
considered, but rejected. This
would reduce the lines for entrees,
but would do nothing to help the
general congestion.
Even though students still gripe
about long lines, Wilson considers
them to be shorter than last year.
He explained that, on the average,
attendance for meals is 80-85% as
opposed to 75% which is the rate at
most schools. He attributes this
high rate partly to class schedules.
Students have little time to go
elsewhere for their lunches; so the
attendance is nearly 100% for
lunches, as it is for dinners. As any
observant early riser will attest to,
the breakfast attendance brings
down the average.
Lastly, some students have
complained about the six weeks
that it took for those who dropped
the meal plan to receive their
refunds. This slowness cannot be
blamed on SAGA. It was chiefly
due to difficulties that the Treasurer's Office had with its new
computer.

SGPB Presents Club T;
Robert Klein

WAA
On Ulster

Trek. After watching his act, you
will have t h e eerie feeling that
more than one person was on the
stage just t h e n .
,,
The date for this Club "T •
again, is Saturday, November 12 at
8:30 p . m . in the Mather Dining
Hall.'Tickets are $2 and m a y j *
purchased at most meals or at tn
door. Tables may be reserved anfl
bar will b e serving beer and m«e
drinks by way of volunteer tfa»e
and waitresses. Tipping is allowe .
On Saturday, November 1*. >
the main gym" of Ferris Athlete
Center, t h e SGPB is proud t
present comedian Robert W ^
Klein, who will be giving a previe
when h e hosts the Tonight Show w
the 17th (he might even men
us), will give a show that is n>
with songs, stories and imp r
sations. His career has been sp •
for the most part, with college
audiences, so his h u m o r f , ,
certainly be worthwhile tor
Trinitv crowd. Tickets will be g"
on sale this week, along * « * »
Club " T " tickets Buy yojrs ^
to avoid t h e crowds.at tne
That's Club " T " on Saturday
12th and Robert Klein on S a t u r n
the 19th. See you there!
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Kate Millet To Read
Kate Millett, noted feminist,
author and artist •will discuss her
recent writing and artworks at
Trinity on Friday, November 11.
Ms. Millett's presentation will
include slides of her sculpture and
related readings from her latest
non-fiction work, The Basement.
The program is sponsored by the
Women's Center and will begin at
8:30 in Wean Lounge.
Perhaps best known as the
author of Sexual Politics, a book
which has served since its
publication in 1969 as the basic
theoretical text for the women's
movement in America, Ms. Millett
is also the author of two more
recent literary works, Flying (1974)
and Sita, published last spring. The
first is a personal memoir
recounting the human and political

Women's Center Coffeehouse

struggles of the early years of the binding. In part this represents a
Women's Liberation movement response by Millett to the haunting
and the paralyzing effect of impact of a shocking murder of a
notoriety, and the second is an 16-year-old girl in Indiana 11 years
intimate account of the disin- ago, an event which she explored in
tegration of a love affair. In their philosophical and psychological
openness and their intensity these depth in her new book The
autobiographical novels have been Basement. At Trinity she will
seen by many feminists as im- discuss these creative responses as
portant contributions to the they relate to an understanding of
evolution of a new women's the nature of evil, the psychology
literature.
of imprisonment, and sexual
Influential as her writing has politics.
been, Millett identifies herself
primarily as a sculptor and has
devoted 18 years to the study and
making of sculpture and sculpted
environments. Over the past ten
years much of her work has
by Eric Samuelson
centered upon the theme of imThe fifth in the Town-Gown
prisonment and isolation, with
lectures on the USSR was
recurring images of cages and
presented last Tuesday, November
1, by assistant professor of
sociology, Michael P. Sacks. His
topic was "Marriage, Children, and
Work: Patterns and Problems of
Everyday Life." Dr. Sacks has been
a visiting scholar at the Harvard
Russian Research Center and an
exchange student at Leningrad
State University. His research has
concentrated on Russian women,
youth, and workers.
Dr. Sacks began his lecture by
examining the social conditions of
the Soviet Union as those of an
industrializing society and pointed
out that many phenomena could be
viewed as the predictable social
consequences of industrialization.
This was in contrast to the earlier
emphasis which professors Kassow
and West placed on cultural and
photo by Scott M. Leventhal
historical development in explaining the process of social
change in Russia.
Sacks pointed to several
developments
which
have
been very receptive to the committee, which will make its final profoundly altered Russian society
report in January. The ad- since the time of the 1917
ministration has suggested that Revolution. These include rapid
SGA replace the ad hoc Bookstore urbanization, a decline in the birth
Committee with a standing and mortality rates, the continuing
committee to review service increase in educational levels, and
the involvement of women in
contracts.
Also discussed at the meeting Soviet political and professional
was a proposed calendar change. life. Dr. Sacks stated that these
Vice-President Tami Voudouris, factors, along with the terrible
the SGA liaison to the Curriculum effects of the two World Wars and
Committee, reported to the other the Stalinist period, have greatly
government members. Many shaped the contours of conprofessors want the current temporary Soviet society.
The process of rapid urthirteen week fall semester
lengthened to fifteen weeks, with banization has shifted the Soviet
finals after Christmas. Most population from being 18% urban
students are opposed to the in 1913 to 62 % urban in 1976. This
has produced a severe shortage of
alteration.
housing
in Russian cities, despite
SGA members raised sound
criticisms of the plan. Both the controls over emigration to urban
psychological benefits of vacation areas and large-scale housing
and the continuity of the semester projects. Population statistics also
would be lost. Students with lab reveal changes in Soviet society; as
projects in progress would have a result of deaths from the
great difficulties, as would those Revolution, the Stalinist purges,
who live far away, and those who and World War II, there are only
86 males for every 100 females
need Christmas jobs.
even today. Although the shortage
According to Voudouris, the of men has been alleviated, it still
majority of committee members affects both family life and the
favor postponing finals until Soviet work-force. At the same
January. The best hope for the
students would be a plan ex
tending the semester until
December 22 or 23, and perhaps
eliminating Christmas Term Open
Period.
by Dick Dahling
Other committee reports are
In a quick but productive
summarized as follows: MATHER
ADDITION-A new committee, meeting, the S.G.A. Budget
headed by President Seth Price, Committee heard only two
has been formed to look into the requests in addition to a discussion
possibility of enlarging Mather lead by Chairperson Karen
Hall. The Committee will try to Ezediel.
Ezekiel reported to the comdraw up a proposal for referendum
at pre-registration. So far, student mittee on her visit to WRTC. She
feedback has been verv positive, mentioned that John Graham was
and the idea has the backing of still head engineer, which means
President Lockwood COURSE that WRTC will not need any
COMMENTARIES: Editor Anne emergency funding in the imKnutson reported that despite mediate future. However, she
unforeseen difficulties, the booklet reminded the committee that when
Will probably be out on time this the time comes when Graham
year. VAN: The SGA van policy, leaves, the Budget Committee will
which .appeared in last week's most likely be called on for more
funds as the college has not been

SGA Checks Out Bookstore
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by Barbara Grossman
The preliminary findings of the
SGA Bookstore Committee indicate that Trinity may be better off
off with Follett's than most
students believe. According to a
report given by SGA member
Bryan Hager at last week's
meeting, the bookstore's service is
average when compared to
bookstores at other schools of
Trinity's size.
Follett's contract is up for
renewal next year. SGA, well
aware of student complaints about
the company, set up an investigative committee early this
fall. The committee is using three
methods to judge Follett's performance. A suggestion box has
been set up at Mather Front Desk;
the committee is looking at
Follett's contract, and questionnaires were sent out last week to
about forty colleges in the Northeast.
Comments in the suggestion
box have been less than constructive, but the questionnaires
that have already come back help
put the bookstore's performance in
perspective. The store's check
cashing policy, one of the main
student complaints, is apparently
very liberal. Barnes and Noble, a
firm which SGA had been seriously
considering as a replacement for
Follett's, doesn't cash checks at all.
Book prices, the other main
target of student complaints, may
n
°t be as exorbitant as is often
believed. However, several SGA
members stated that they had
saved a great deal of money by
•"•lying their books at other stores.
^Therefore, the committee hopes to
m
vestigate Follett's book pricing
Policy, especially with regard to
used books.
On the basis of the information
jnat they have now, the committee
tanks that it will recommend that
me school renew Follett's contract,
" ' m a k e some minor changes. One
ot
these would be to permit a
st
udent-run used book exchange.
So
far, the administration has

photo by Susan Ryan

Kate Millett

Sacks Examines Soviet Society
time, the birthrate has declined to
17 per thousand in 1970 from 47
per thousand in 1913 and life
expectancy has more than doubled
since Czarist times. These changes,
with the lack of a post-war "baby
boom" in the USSR, have
produced an older population but
have also resulted in problems for
the government in expanding the
industrial workforce. Levels of
education have risen considerably
so that 57 % of the population has
had some secondary education
compared to 11% in 1939.
Dr. Sacks discussed the imbalances in Soviet life in terms of
the problem of "too little and too
much"—too many people pushing
into the cities and not enough
housing for them, too few workers
and too many supervisors, not
enough technical knowledge
despite large material resources.
One group which has been
greatly affected by change in the
Soviet Union is her youth. Sacks
pointed out that the Russian underthirty age group declined by four
per cent during the "baby boom"
period in the United States. While
adult education programs helphelp
close the gap between parents and
children, the low mortality rate
presents a new challenge to
Russian parents—how do they raise
children who for the first time they
know will reach maturity? The
young have no role models for their
place in the modernized post-war
society; they continue in increasing
number to move into the cities
and away from their parents and
the rural areas.
Women, Dr. Sacks explained,
dominate both the professional and
semi-professional job areas in the
Soviet Union. Although women
have always worked in Russia,
even before 1917, their position
today is complicated by multiple
professional or ' woricer, mother,
and housewife. Particularly in the
cities, where there is a shortage of
both housing and day care, this
problem is an acute one for
Russian families. While the
grandparents could previously care
for the children, the creation of
urban, nuclear families increasingly shifts the burden to

parents. Dr. Sacks commented that
Russian women are marrying and
having children younger; this may
result from the desire to leave
home earlier as well as the
changing career patterns of
Russian women.
Professor Sacks summarized
the challenges to Soviet society in
the next decade which result from
its process of indistrialization. He
pointed out that the workforce is
shrinking and could be a major
problem by the 1980's unless the
Russians can find new sources of
labor. This factor, along with a fear
oJ the growing population oi Asian
Russians has caused the Soviet
government
to
encourage
European (Great) Russians to have
larger families. However, the dual
position of women as mothers and
workers as well as the housing
shortage will complicate any
solution to the population
question. The demands of youth
for better living conditions and
jobs are another important factor,
as the first urban generation, they
expect more than their parents did
in consumer goods and services,
The labor unions are also beginning to gain more influence and
power in management decisions.
As the Soviet Union celebrates the
sixtieth anniversary of the
Bolshevik Revolution this week,
these interrelated problems remind
us that it faces in the future the
social dilemmas of a mature industrial society.
NOTE: The final Town-Gown
Lecture will be given today at 1:30
by Professor James West. He will
lecture on the "Art and Architecture of the Revolution." The
lecture is free for all Trinity
students and faculty.
An open lecture for the Trinity
College Community: The Voyager
Mission to Jupiter and Saturn.
"An illustrated talk discussing
the experiments to be conducted
on board two voyager spacecrafts
successfully launched through
our solar system this summer."
By Professor Herbert Bridge,
Center for Space Research. MIT
Wednesday, November 9, at 8:30
in the Boyer Auditorium of the
Life Sciences building.

S.G.A.B.C Hears Requests
receptive to the idea of using its
funds to help the station.
Ezediel also discussed various
ways as to how to improve Mather
Hall in terms of making it a more
functional place for the student
body if Mather is expanded. One
possible way to fund any
renovation might be to raise the 1
student activities fee which would
directly involve the Budget
Committee. Ways by which
student organizations could make
more money were also discussed
briefly.
Ken Feinswog representing
S.GJP.B. requested approval for
the Club-T to be held on November
12 with tickets costing $2. This was

incorrectly reported last week in
The Tripod, as already having been
approved. Feinswog had mentioned it before as only information
as it had not received approval
from S.G.P.B. His formal request
was passed which will bring a band
and a comedian to Trinity for Club
"T" at a total cost of $2250.
David Lee, Director of Student
Services, asked if any committee
members were interested in attending the A..C .U. Conference to
be held in Boston from November
5-8. Lee indicated that some
openings would probably develop.
No one from the committee expressed any interest in attending
the conference.
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S.C. Residents Challenge Administrators
cont. from page 1
construction began, the less costly
it would be, since construction
costs are constantly rising. Smith
also commented that the students'
demand to vote on the dorm is a
"pretty lame request" considering
"...in the last five years, students
have shown minor interest in
governance." Smith did say,
however, that he would be
delighted if students did begin to

take part in governing the College.
Winer broke in to say that even if
students did vote down the dorm
last semester, the administrators
must think of future Trinity
students who will undoubtedly
benefit by a new dorm. In the long
run, Winer said, "despite a few
months of inconvenience, we'll be
better off with the new dorm." To
further Winer's point, Dow added,

Lucian Pye To Speak
The renowned political scientist
and Asian scholar, Lucian W. Pye,
will deliver the Mead Lecture in
Political Science at Trinity College
on Thursday, November 17 at 8:00
p.m. in.the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center. The title of his
talk is "China's Choices in
Modernization and Culture." The
Public is invited to attend.
Pye, who is currently Ford
Professor of Political Science at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and senior staff member of
the Center for International Studies, was born in Shansi Province,
China and attended school in
Peking. He received his B.A.
degree from Carleton College in
1943, and his Ph.D. from Yale.
Before joining the M.I.T. faculty,
he taught at Washington University, Yale and Princeton.
He is a member of the board of
directors of the Council of Foreign
Relations, the Asia Society, and the
Asia Foundation. He has served on
the Council of the American
Political Science Association, and

"probably a student vote wasn't
taken because that kind of
situation demanded an overall
perspective of the housing
situation."
Several students then wanted to >
know why they were at least not
told over the summer of plans to
build the dorm. Both Winer and
Dow admitted it was an oversight
on their part which prevented
students from being notified.
Smith, however, refused to
apologize, and on what he felt are
good grounds. He explained that he
was negotiating through June with
the building's architect and
through July with the builder. In
fact, Smith said, the exact plan of
the building has not yet been drawn
up. The building will be
structurally similar to Wheaton,
but may very well contain
alterations which have not yet been
decided.
Freshman
Diana
Furse
questioned the logic of the workers
starting every morning at 7:00,
working for an hour, and then
taking half an hour off for breakfast. Why, she wanted to know,
couldn't they eat at 7:00 and start
at 7:30? Smith stated that there is
next to nothing he can do about
that situation. The workers
proceed this way because it is

dictated that they, do so by their has little to do with the dorunion, and the College has enough mitory question, but he feels that it
problems without having to take on is something of which students
a union as well.
attending Trinity should be aware.
Eric Frothingham was conMany students felt that if there
cerned that being awakened early was even the slightest chance of a
in the mornigng might cause dorm's being built, they should
several students to develop health have been*informed last semester,
problems due to a forced lack of before the housing selection
sleep. The only advice Smith could process began. Winer noted that
offer for this problem was to "make basically this was not done
because, not knowing which way
adjustments."
Towards the end of the the Trustees would vote on a new
meeting, one student raised the dorm, the administration did not
inevitable argument: since students want to inform students falsely.
pay! 6,000 a year to come to
Things are going to get worse
Trinity, they deserve better living before they get better, not only for
conditions. Smith was waiting for South Campus residents, but for
just this argument to be brought the majority of Trinity students as
up. In his answer, Smith made it well. First of all, the contractor, in
clear that he was responding not digging the hole for the new dorm's
only to the students of South foundation, has come across an
Campus, but to Seth Price's unexpected rock layer. The only
editorial in last week's TRIPOD as way to get past the rock is to blast it
well. Smith checked with the out. "At least," Smith remarked,
treasurer and found that the $6,000 'it's quick." Also, construction on
supplied by the approximately 1600 the library addition is scheduled to
students here comes to about two begin in two weeks. The uproar
million dollars short of the cost of which that construction will cause [
running the college. Therefore, is bound to interfere with the j
Smith remarked, each student is several hundred students who j
subsidized to the tune of $1,500 a study in the library. As if to sum the 1
year. Each student who comes here whole situation up, Smith stated, j
is getting more than his money's "This is not the way I'd ever want
to build a building again."
worth, so to speak. Smith freely
admitted that this line of reasoning

the Advisory Committee to the
Administrator of the Agency on
International Development. Pye is
vice president of the National
Committee on U.S. - China relations which has sponsored cultural exchange activities with mainland Chine.
A frequent lecturer at the
Foreign Service Institute of the
State Department and all of the war
colleges, Pye received the Wilbur
Cross Medal from Yale Graduate
School in 1969.
Pye had conducted field research in Burma, Malaysia, Hong
Kong, Indonesia and India. He has
just returned from an officil visit to
the People's Republic of China.
He is the author and editor of
numerous books and articles including "Mao Tse Tung, the Man
in The Leader," "China: An
Introduction," "The Spirit of Chicont. from page 1
nese Politics," "Politics, Personality and Nation-Building," "Guer- and students, Massey upheld the
The next panelist, Marion
rilla Communism in Maylaya," right of admissions committees to Belgrave-Howard, emphasized the
"Modern Political Systems: Asia," select students partly on a racial importance of examining the
and The Emerging Nations.
basis. In his view, the consideration salient effects of the Bakke case in
of race is a factor in admission to its implications for access to the
medical school, because of the system of education in America.
belief that "black students will She related the case to her job as
return to black neighborhoods" in that of assisting young people to
attempting to improve the health gain admittance to post-secondary
education, "people who have the
station was able to do this by services available to minorities.
Massey asserted that univer- ability to succeed if they are given
eliminating some of the lower
priority items in the budget, so that sities have a social and moral the opportunity." She stressed that
the station's programming would responsibility which must be the admissions process should not
considered in their admissions be viewed "as a machine, because
not suffer.
To make matters worse for selections. A narrow ruling by the it isn't." In this respect, the concept
WRTC, AT&T sent the station a Supreme Court in favor of Allan of affirmative action is vital.
Howard described the Bakke
bill this summer for over $285.00. Bakke would result in decisions
Most of the charges on the bill were without regard for social con- case as a Pandora's Box which has
over six months late, and some siderations. Massey declared that if had the lid on, but now that it has
were as old as two years. The the Bakke case is won, "then all we been sprung open, the implications
effects of this haven't been felt yet, will need are computers for ad- are far-reaching. As a result, we
but they will require further missions."

Panel Debates Bakke Case

WRTC Settles Accounts
by Andrew Terhune
Halfway through the semester
WRTC had to face its first fiscal
crisis of the year. The station was
informed that it had a payment of
$625.00 due as of October 31, in
order to pay off the debt incurred in
purchasing a new transmitter. The
transmitter was incurred in purchasing a new transmitter. The
transmitter was acquired two years
ago in order to improve the quality
of the signal, and to permit the
station to become stereo, which it
did last year. To pay for the new
transmitter, the station entered
into an agreement with the college
that obligated it to make four anual
payments of $625.00. The Budget
Committee was to match the
payments with $625.00 of its own,
making the tota! $1,250 per year, or
$5,000.00 for the four year period.
When the budget was made up
last year, both the station management, and the Budget Committee
overlooked the payments. Therefore, both the station and the
Budget Committee had to come up
with S625.00 unexpectedly. The
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expenditure cuts later in the year.
The present Management of
WRTC has taken steps to avoid this
in the future. As one cost-cutting
measure, the station is saving
$250.00 by doing the license
renewal application itself, rather
than hiring an outside firm as do
most stations.
However, the student support
for the staion this year has been
phenomenal. The programming
extends to almost twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.
The variety is equally impressive. The programming includes
rock, jazz, classical, Portugese,
French, Italian, and Spanish programs. The News Department has
had so much support that this year
the 5:30 news has writers and
announcers. In addition, the five
thirty news includes commentaries
by students on the issues of the
day. Also, WRTC Sports is back on
the air with Bob Parczyk presenting
Trinity Football live. Aditionally,
half-time interviews with figures in
Trinity sports have been added to
complement the game.
While the station's programming schedule is full at the moment
new programmers will be needed
next semester. Anyone interested
would be wise to drop by the
station soon, as those people who
have shown prior interest will have
priority next semester. And, as
always, WRTC is open to any and
all new ideas.

Boston Internship
Centuries of history arid change
have made Boston today a fascinating regional center which
combines tradition and progress
with a rich and diverse cultural
heritage in a dynamic modern city.
Sophomores and juniors from Trinity College now have an opportunity to discover and experience
America's New England roots and
contemporary culture. Beginning
in January 1978, the New England
Program at Boston University will
afford students a full semester's
credit for 16 weeks of intensive
interdisciplinary study and practical experience in cultural or urban
affairs.
The undergraduate semester
consists of a required course in
New England Culture and Society,
two electives chosen in accordance
with each student's preference to
concentrate either in regional culture or urban affairs, and 10 hours
per week of a supervised internship
in one of Boston's civic or cultural
institutions. Some elective topics:
American Art in the Age of
Enterprise,- The American Revolution, Historic and Prehistoric
Archaeology in Northeastern United States, Geography of the
Boston Region and Urban Political
Issues.

During internships, students
will study the historic materials of
the culture and participate in the
work of institutions that preserve
the heritage or shape the culture of
contemporary New England.
As full-time special students at
one of the nation's outstanding
independent universities, participants may live in Boston University
dormitories and use libraries,
athletic and other facilities. The
resources of two nationally recognized research and cultural institutions, the Boston Public Library
and Museum of Fine Arts, are open
to students free of charge. Special
events, colloquia and field trips
related to the New England experience will complement the challenging academic and applied
program which stems from the
University's graduate program in
American and New England studies.
Application deadlines are November 15 for the spring semester
and April 15 for the fall semester.
For further information and application contact: New England
Program, American and New England Studies, Boston University,
725 Commonwealth AVcnue, Room
223, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.
Telephone: (617) 353-2948.

must be aware of its potential to
affect various aspects of the
education system, such as financial
aid, sports and other special
programs and many other facets of
student enrollment. She contended
that, as the media brings Americai
and its institutions closer to to
people, this case will "affect us if
not directly, indirectly through our
children."
The position of William Keifef
diverged from that of the other
panelists, since he disagreed with
the discriminatory ability of admissions committees. In his view,
Allan Bakke was discriminated
against by the admissions process.
He maintained that this case
reflects a larger and more critical
discrimination, that of the shortage
of medical services both in this
country and in less developed
nations. In light of the Bakke case,
Keifer asserted that this country
needs federal standards in the
admissions process for all schools.

"High!"
Miss Lillian
The Revolutionary Can- ;.
nabis Party (RCP) sent President
Carter's mother a letter urging
decriminalization of marijuan
along with two marijuana ciga ettes last August. Earlier, M»ss
Lillian told People m a g a z i n e ^ ,
she has never smoked dope, bjrt •
her son's proposal, to lift federal
criminal penalties for possession
up to one ounce becomes law, s
hopes to see some.
Along with instructions
smoking the joints, the »
warned Miss Lillian that there ar
some disadvantages to stn<«»«
POt

'"One of which is the dreaded
munchies...Another disadvantj ^
is that marijuana is still
,•
gal...However, we doubt it J fc
really have to be concernco
,
being arrested. So enjoy yoursel
j
The letter was signed
Castor-oil."
So far, no word on Miss
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Hartford Voters Elect Candidates

special

by Brian Crockett
Hartford's voters take to the
polls today to elect a mayor, nine
city council members, and a new
Board of Education.
District 8 voters, including
registered Trinity College students,
are to vote in the old Fox
Elementary School at the corner of
School Street and Washington.
Polls are open from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The city council race has been
characterized by its low profile,
largely due to wide expectation
that the city's large Democratic
majority will re-elect the six party
endorsed incumbents. The only
real heat in the campaign has come
from the ten candidates vying for
the remaining three minority seats.
The Democratic incumbents,
Nicholas R. Carbone, William A.
DiBella, Barbara B. Kennelly,
Raymond Montiero, Richard
Suisman and Qiga W. Thompson,
have all run a relatively subdued
race. Carbone has generated the
most news coverage of the incumbents, followed by Suisman,
Kennelly, and DiBella.
Republican candidates include
incumbents Jacqueline J. Anderson
and Margaret V. Tedone, and
challengers Richard Barton, Carlo
M. Faienza, Jose Garay, and
Sidney L. Gardner. Independent
candidates include Robert F.
Ludgin and Edwin Vargas, Jr.
Rounding out the slate are U.S.
Labor candidates Ian D. Levitt and
Herbert Quinde.
The issues in the campaign,
from unemployment to crime,
police protection, neighborhood
representation, tax assessment, and
financing for city programs,
generally reflect the position of the'
candidate.

Incumbent Democrats, for
instance, choose to attack
problems beyond their immediate
control such as lack of attention
and financing from the federal and
state governments for city
ailments. The Republican and
Independent challengers, on the
other hand, point at direct city
problems they feel can be addressed by the city council.
The question of neighborhoods
in general is a topic of discussion
for practically every candidate.
Most seem to call for a greater
neighborhood voice, but differ as
to how an increased voice can be
realized. Incumbents DiBella,
Monteiro, and Kennelly seem to
support increased neighborhood
imput in existing city structures.
DiBella, the present Deputy
Mayor, calls for greater involvement in budget workshops,
which are open to the public.
Gardner and Ludgin, on the other
hand, imply a need for expanding
the city council to include
representatives from neighborhoods, as well as the nine
members elected at large.
Neighborhood revitalization is
also a main topic. Jacqui Anderson
sees such revitalization as essential
for the city's economic recovery.
Crime and the problem of
police protection is also an issue.
An already pressed city budget
makes calls for substantial increases in the police force
unrealistic, most of the candidates
realize, leading many to point
instead to the rather vague need to
increase employment and reduce
poverty.
Minor topics of discussion
include the upcoming assessment

of property in the city, already
several years late and facing a
deadline by law next year. For
some city residents, the new
assessment could as much as
double existing property values.
Such concern has caused
widespread uncertainty concerning
further investment in the city and
resident's ability to pay the increased levy.
The leadership of council
Majority Leader Carbone has also
come under criticism for his
alleged 'one-man rule' of the
council.
Of the non-Democratic candidates, Tedone is widely accepted
as having the strongest chance for
re-election. She is seeking her fifth
term on the council.
The two most aggressive
candidates in the entire campaign
have been Gardner and Ludgin.
Gardner, a former deputy assistant
secretary of HUD, has operated an
active campaign from his strong
political base in the city's West
End. Though a Republican,
Gardner has not emphasized his
party affiliation in his campaign.
His support should come from the
west and south sections of the city.
Ludgin, an Independent
Democrat running without party
endorsement, has blitzed local
media with press releases and
advertising. Spending nearly
$10,000 in the process, Ludgin has
easily run the most extensive
campaign.
Barton
and
incumbent
Councilwoman Anderson are
expected to vie for votes in the
city's north end. Anderson, seeking
her second term, is a past president
of the Upper Albany Community

Special Schools Work

Cat-

by Peter Paulsen
In 1975, Governor Ella Grasso
signed a public act mandating the
Department of Children and Youth
Services (DC YS) of Connecticut to
form a Special School District,
comprising all ten DCYS institutions for disturbed and
delinquent children. Last August,
the DCYS appointed Robert P.
Suerken as Superintendent of
schools for these institutions.
The ten facilities run by the
DCYS are located statewide. They
provide treatment for children
ranging in age to 17, who are
mentally ill, emotionally disturbed,
delinquent, abused, or neglected.
Through treatment and education
the DCYS attempts to return a
normal, well balanced child to the
community and the regular school
system.
The Special School District was
designed to facilitate this attempt,
by improving the educational
Program. As Superintendent
Suerken put it: "The combined
mission of DCYS and the Special
School District is to provide
comprehensive,
integrated

(educational services for institutionalized children. ...Our job
at DCYS is to return a whole child
to the community. If you miss out
on his formal education, you're
missing a large chunk of what the
whole child is and should be."
Before he was selected as
Superintendent last August, Mr.
Suerken was Assistant Superintendent of the Connecticut
Correctional School District,
similar to tfie \ DCYS Special
School District but for adult offenders. There Mr. Suerken was in
charge of the educational programs
and personnel, serving 1000
students in Department of
Corrections' institutions.
Mr. Suerken emphasizes the
ways in which the Special School
District has improved the DCYS
educational program. "For one
thing," Mr. Suerken says,
"becoming a special school district
has made us eligible for new
sources of educational funding we
were not eligible for before.
This has had a positive effect on
curriculum development and the

Columbia University
she

Graduate School of Business
MBA

PHD

Henry Rogers will be on campus November 7,1977
t« speak with students from all disciplines who are interested
to the PhD and MBA degree programs. There are ten concentrations offered in the Business School, plus joint degree
programs with the schools of Law, Journalism, Engineering,
Public Health, Architecture, International Affairs, Social
Work, and Teachers College. For further details, please
contact your Career Counseling & Placement Office.

development
of
new
methodologies, strategies and
materials. A federally-funded
Career Education Program is now
incorporated into the curriculum
of students to familiarize them with
the world of work and help equip
them to better fit into it."
A state-funded bi-lingual
education program helps Spanishspeaking students catch up on
subjects by teaching in their
mother tongue. A large federal
grant awarded DCYS by the
Connecticut Justice Commission is
being applied to strengthening the
educational diagnostic and
treatment program for adjudicated
delinquents at Long Lane School.
We hope to be able to apply parts
of this later to other elements of
the DCYS Special School District
program.1'
The Special School District has
brought with it other advantages as
well. It requires the hiring of
certified special education teachers
for institutional classrooms, thus
producing greater uniformity and
improved professional quality of
education in DCYS facilities. It has
also permitted greater cooperation
between the DCYS and the
Department of Education, which
provides some guidance and
consultation.
The DCYS and its new school
district have already met with some
success. Last year 163 students
were suspended from their public
schools in Hartford. They then
attended the Albany Avenue Child
Guidance School, from which 124
of the children later returned to
their regular schools. The 2-yearold Special School District, now
under Superintendent Suerken, is
well on its way to realizing its goal:
treating children with special
educational needs and returning
them to a normal setting.

Organization. Barton, a Republican
candidate for the Second District
State Senate seat last year, has also
run a relatively extensive advertising campaign.
Garay and Vargas, two
Hispanic candidates, are running as
a Republican and an Independent,
respectively. Vargas, a Hartford
school teacher, could be a serious
contender given a large turnout of
the Hispanic community.
The other Republican contender, Faienza, has received
virtually no press coverage and has
not run a strong campaign.
Press coverage of the campaign, especially coverage by the
city's
remaining
daily
newspaper,
The
Hartford
Courant, has come under fire from
a number of candidates, including
Tedone, Gardner, and Ludgin.
Since the folding of the Courant's
rival paper, The Hartford Times,
over a year ago, critics charge the
paper's coverage of local political
events have been sketchy.

In this council campaign, part
of the lack of coverage can be
traced to the relatively low-profile
nature of the campaign. A number
of debates between limited
numbers of the candidates received
Courant coverage. Press releases
and other candidate statements to
the press accounted for the
remaining daily coverage.
Other coverage of the campaign
has come from smaller, weekly
newspapers, including the Advocate and Southside Neighborhood News. The latter's
coverage has clearly outshown all
others. Following the campaign
since late September, Southside
published short interviews with all
candidates in the last weeks of the
campaign.
Receiving endorsements from
the Coutant were Democrats
Carbone, DiBella, Kennelly, and
Suisman; Republicans Anderson,
Gardner, and Tedone; and Independents Ludgin and Vargas.
Southside declined to make any
endorsements.

Connecticut
In Brief
by Jon Zondertnan

State Violates Polution Laws
It was learned last week that Environmental Protection
Commissioner Stanley Pac was advised last January that 15
state operated buildings were in violation of state antipollution laws. Pac disclaimed knowledge of the list when
asked by the Hartford Courant, but said he would check into
the situation. The state department of Public Works has
promised aggressive action against the violations.

Courant Seeks Information
The Hartford Courant this past week engaged the town of
Bloomfield police department in a hearing before the state's
Freedom of Information Commission. The Courant is
seeking information into an incident this past summer in
which six Bloomfield police officers were disciplined after a
stag party, at which the services of a prostitute were being
raffled. The Courant is seeking release by the police
department of the names of the officers disciplined under the
Freedom of Information Act. The police department claims
that the information is part of the police personnel files, and
thereby confidential.

McGovern, Marshall Cancel at Yale
U.S. Senator George McGovern and Secretary f Labor F.
Ray Marshall have cancelled their speaking engagements at
Yale due to the continuing strike by 1100 blue collar workers
at the university. The strikers, membjs of Local 35 of the
Federation of University Employees, walked off the job six
weeks ago in a dispute over wages. A McGovern aide said the
senator cancelled his appearance because "he has made it a
policy not to cross picket lines ever since he has been in
public life,

Legionnaires Case in State
The National Center for Disease Control last week
confirmed the first case of Legionnaires Disease in the state
since it appeared in Philadelphia a year and a half ago.
Spo esmen for the Danbury Hospital, where the man died in
mid-August, refused to identify the victim and said they had
"not expected" any identification of the disease. State Health
Commissioner Dr. Douglas Lloyd, however, said he was not
surprised.
.
^

Trinity Voters

Just under 300 Trinity students
are eligible to vote in the upcoming
city elections on Nov. 8.
A check with the city registrars
of voting showed 258 students on
the preliminary voting list. An
unaccounted number of students
who registered with their offcampus addresses are also eligible.
Voters next week will elect the
mayor, city treasurer, city council
members, and Board of Education
members.
The 258 students represent a
drop of 84 Trinity voters from last
year's presidential election, due
primarily to graduation and leaves
of absence. Most students on the
present list registered a year ago
for the presidential election.
City-wide, Hartford's voting list
has reached a 50-year low, with
51,621 persons on the preliminary

voting list.,
The number of registered
voters has been falling off steadily
since 1952, according to published
accounts in the Christian Science
Monitor. Prior to 1952, the list had
steadily grown for 25 years. In 1927
the list stood at 45,638.
The downward trend is in part
due to a decline in Republican
registration, the Monitor reported.
Whereas Republicans held the
majority in 1932, the present
breakdown is overwhelmingly
Democratic,
with
34,662
Democrats, 6,519 Republicans, and
10,440 unaffiliated voters.
A decline in population from
approximately 200,000 in 1952 to
the present 153,000 was also cited
as a possible cause for the drop in
registered voters.
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Bottle Bill Efforts
by Gary Abramson
Many people may feel that
Connecticut's Bottle Bill is an
ever-present issue that has not
been settled and yet refuses to fade
away. Although according to a
state-wide poll last fall, the bill was
favored by 63% of those Connecticut residents questioned, the

bill failed to become law even after
passing in the legislature.
A recent telephone polling of
Hartford area residents by ConnPIRG shows the bill is favored by
approximately 65% of those questioned. Jack Hale, State Director of
the Connecticut Public Interest

Research Group, commented this
week that "The effort to pass the
Bottle Bill is the largest grass roots
citizen lobby effort in Connecticut
history."
So why then does the bill face
such opposition? There are two
main reasons: one, in the present

Atheneum Ranks Highly
by Julie Johnson
In bold contrast to the towering
Traveler's Insurance Company and
the modern Bushnell Towers, the
gothic architecture of the nearby
Wadsworth Atheneum serves as a
reminder of Hartford's historical
past.
After raising $20,000 by public
subscription for the creation of a
gallery of Fine arts, Daniel Wadsworth donated his family home-'
stead. In 1842 the Wadsworth
Atheneum was granted a charter
and became one of the country's
first public art museums.
The doors to the Museum
opened in 1844. At this time the
museum's collection consisted of
53 objects. As a part of this original
display there were five paintings by
John Trumbell depicting scenes of
the Revolutionary War. Five more
Trumbell paintings were given to
the museum when Wadsworth died
in 1848.
In the years since its opening
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the Atheneum has undergone
tremendous growth. Ranked as one
of the top twelve art museums in
the country, there are now five
connecting buildings. They are the
Wadsworth Building and the Colt,
Morgan, Avery and Goodwin
Buildings. Situated in the center of
the five structures is the Gengras
Sculpture Court.
There are thirty-six galleries
displaying the collection of thirty
thousand objects. The exhibits
range from ancient Egyptians
artifacts to modern sculpture.
There are European paintings and
sculpture featuring a collection of
nineteenth century French paintings, and one of Baroque paintings
often described as "the crown of
the collections."
The American collection is
extensive as well. The museum
claims "the earliest (probable)
New England portrait known,"
seventeenth century furniture, fire-
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announce vacancies
in their 1977-1978

Advertising
Staffs
These commission paid positions are perfect for
aggressive Individuals interested in meeting and
working with local businessmen.
• High Commission
• No Experience Necessary
- Many Fringes

Apply: Jim Essey Box 718

arms, and decorative arts.
In regard to contempory art the
MATRIX gallery provides unique
exhibits and lectures. On November 3, sculptor Carl Andre was
the featured speaker, He spoke
about his "Stone Field Sculpture"
and answered questions from the
audience.
Presently, there are several
special exhibits at the Atheneum.
Running through November, thirteenth, the museum is presenting
"Art in 17th Century New England." In the Austin Gallery, the
Connecticut Watercolor Society's
exhibition is on view through
November twentieth. Corresponding with this event is the lecture
series "Art in the 17th Century
New England."
The suggested admission to the
museum is a $1 contribution for
adults and 50c for children. Admission for members of the Wadsworth Atheneum is free. The
student membership fee is $10 and
entitles the member to exhibition
previews, receptions, subscription
to the Monthly Atheneum News,
opportunities to participate in bus
tours, and so on.
Museum hours are Tuesday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. The Museum is located at six
lruiidred Main Street.
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economy people's primary fear is
unemployment, and second, many
people simply do not know exactly
what the bill will do.
Major opposition comes from
the Glass Container Corporation in
Dayville, where 130-144 jobs will
be lost, yet 558 skilled and 700
unskilled jobs will be gained
according to a study in the
Connecticut General Asembly.
There have already been losses of
7,900 jobs between 1970 and 1974
as a result of consolidation of the
industry, and while the number of
soft drink plants in Connecticut has
gone from 108 in 1950 to 37 in 1976,
sales actually increased according
to the National Soft Drink Association Annual Manual.
The Bottle Bill includes a 5c
refundable deposit on all carbonated beverages containers sold in
Connecticut, and requires dealers
to accept all containers of the type
sold in the dealers' store unless the
dealer sponsors a redemption
center within one mile of dealer's
store. The bill also permits a dealer
to refuse containers if they are
contaminated by foreign material,
and requires the distributor to
accept all containers sold by the
distributor and pay lc per container
to the dealer to cover handling
fees.
Proponents of the bill cite that
one beverage container in every
four ends up as litter, which results
ina SI million per year program to
clean Connecticut highways and
roads (Hartford Courant, Aug. 5,
1976). In Oregon, a state which has
passed a bottle bill, beveragerelated litter was down 83% during
the first two years.
Frequently business questions
the added expense which will be

caused by the bill. According to the
President of Coca-Cola in a report
to Congress, Coca-Cola sold in
returnable bottles is priced 30-40%
lower than Coke sold in throwaway
containers, as a result of differing
packaging costs. Costs of containers range from 12c each for
aluminum cans to, 9-10c for steel
to, 8c for throwaway bottles to 1.1c
for ten-trip returnable bottles according to Beverage Industry, May
21,1976.
Those concerned with energy
also question the bill's practicality.
The U.S. E.P.A. claims that
aluminum cans use 89 million
BTU's (an energy unit) per 1,000
gallons of beverage compared to 15
million BTU's per 1,000 gallons for
15-trip glass returnable containers.
This year's conflict should be
tough as in previous years. Representatives Russel Post (Rep.-Canton) and Laurence DeNardis (Rep.Hamden) should be expected to
fight strongly in favor of the bill,
while the container industry will
also wage its campaign.
Local organizations may be the
key this year, with groups such as
the Connecticut Citizen Action
Group, the League of Women
Voters, Connecticut Jaycees, and
ConnPIRG working for the bill.
Public polling may carry considerable influence on this issue since
many legislators may be swayed
either way on this issue.
Connecticut citizens are being
asked to weigh their answers to
questions already answered in
states which have passed the bill,
includng Vermont, Oregon, Maine,
and Michigan, It will be a matter of
short term pains for long terra
gains, or a choice to maintain the
status quo.

Housatdnic Below PCB

Recent fish samples tested from
the Lake Zoar stretch of the
Housatonic River show PCB levels
bordering on or exceeding current
federal safety limits, according to
State Health Commissioner Dr.
Douglas Lloyd.
He advised against eating fish
Why be frustrated or
from the lake. "In effect,
aggravated by Howard Cosell? taken
what we're saying today is we
•k Sand today for your
consider that eating fish taken from
"HOWARD COSELL MUST GO!" Wtthe Housatonic River from the
bumper sticker, button, only $3.
Massachusetts border down
•k Sponsors and the network will
through Lake Zoar to the Stevenson
got the message!
Dam in Newtown presents a
• WE NEED YOUR HELP! DON'T DELAY!
TELL YOUR FRIENDS AND NBGHBORSI potential hazard to public health,"
said Lloyd.
For your bumper sticker and
button, mail S3 TODAY to:
PCB or polychlorinated bipCOSELL MUST GO!
henyl - is a highly toxic substance
Box 13, Redding Ridge, Corm. 06876; which when consumed over a long
period of time may be hazardous to
health, PCBs have been shown to
cause cancer in laboratory animals
and may cause cancer in humans.
Connecticut officials already
have posted approximately 150.
warning signs along the river from
the Massachusetts border down to

8 Years is ENOUGH!
Help Us Tell the Network

COSELL
MUST

the Route 341 bridge in Kent, the
first stretch found to have high
PCB levels in fish last summer.
State health officials plan to
continue the sign posting south
along all stretches affected"by the
health advisory. The sign will read:
"The Commissioner of the State
Health Department has determined
that fish in these waters contain
concentrations of chemicals which
may be harmful to humans. He
recommends that fish from these
waters not be used for foodSportsmen are requested to release
all fish unharmed."
The recommendation regarding
Lake Zoar resulted from tests
conducted on 18 fish samples taken
from the lake between August 5,
1977 and October 24, 1977. Not all
species of fish sampled showed
dangerous levels.
Sediment samples taken from
the lake bottom yielded PCB levels
ten times higher than normally
found in other Connecticut ".river
beds.
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Editorial
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"What Do We Really Mean?"
An everpresent danger in the writing of any editorial is a failure
to conclude clearly with specific suggestions or ideas. Lest we
leave anyone with the false impression that we have not set
forth defined conclusions, we now review some of this
semester's issues. We do so now because we expect response
from those administrators concerned. Summing up in our
final issue for the term would decrease substantially the
opportunity for such response to be circulated.
The TRIPOD has used the phrase "misplaced priorities"
time and again. Precisely what do we mean? Every member
of the College community has the right or responsibility to
demand that the College be operated in a certain open,
stated and delineated fashion. "Institutional integrity and
morality" as a positive valne cannot exist when administrators, faculty and students relate with one another in a
manipulative manner.
These manipulations are obvious in instances stated
previously in these columns. Dean Edwin P. Nye, professor
minus a Ph.D. degree, passes judgement upon faculty

members on the basis of a College "preference" that its
faculty possess such a degree or its equivalent. Worse, his
immediate superior, President Lockwood, sits ex offlcio on
the Appointments and Promotions Committee, and condones
what appears to the community as arbitrary enforcement of
that "preference."
Integrity and morality are basic to all honest human
relationships. We cannot expect honesty from our elected
officials if we do not first demand it of ourselves and all
immediate members of the College community.
Priorities at the College must be headed by a voiced
commitment to real "Trinity values." the recently
completed capital campaign may be financially successful,
but is morally bankrupt if it is based on current administrative
policy. People and demonstrated concern for them must come
ahead of institutional operations. Long-range goals are
nothing but ill-planned and grossly uninformed if they do not
consider the human dimensions of that which they create.

Letters
Display Concern
1

'The office of the Dean of Students
"The office concerns itself with
student relations within the student
body and with student relations to
the institution..."
"It seeks to encourage the
development of an environment in
which academic pursuits can be
conducted freely and with dignity..."
-Trinity College Handbook/19771978
The committee on Student Life,
headed by Kristina Dow,
met
regularly to discuss building of the.
new dormitory as of early September. They discussed the interior
design of the building but did not
discuss the possible inconveniences that would seemingly be
brought upon students due to the
loud noises of construction. What is
the purpose of such a committee if
it does not deal directly with the
problems of student life at Trinity?

The college's attention to the
problems of students due to the
noise seems to be post-mortem.
As the dirt piles high in front of
some students' windows and the
noise regularly wakes them at 7:00
a.m. each morning, they should be
comforted in knowing that long
hours were spent in planning of the
bathrooms in the new dormitory by
the committee on Student Life. The
school has been placed in a
precarious situation. In order to
accomodate new freshman classes,
construction must ensue to the
inconvenience of the classes already here. It is realized that
construction cannot be halted, nor
should it be. The school's remedies
to ease the inconvenience of
students, though late in their
debut, are the only realistic solutions. Yet, these solutions are those
which have been demanded by the
students. The school's so-called
concern and action seems to have
been prompted only by student
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outrage.
The safeguards which this
school has set up to preserve the
dignity and environment of students in their academic pursuits
seems to have failed miserably.
Yet, there is a bright aspect in all
this. The trustees of Trinity College
took into account the inconveniences presented by construction of
the President's new home. The
Board of Trustees, in their letter to
the faculty and staff, dated June
24,1977, wrote, "We recognize the
inconvenience to the Lockwood
family." Their concern and foresight is admirable, yet again the
students' concerns were forgotten.
Around the week of Commencement, the new dormitory construction date was set for early fall.
It would have been impossible for
the administration to forewarn the
students prior to room selection
since they themselves, at that time,
were unaware that construction
would begin so soon. Yet, they
'were compelled to advise all faculty
,and staff on June 24, 1977 of their
recently-decided plans. The students were told of construction as
they arrived in September by a
neatly-painted black and white sign
which stood in what is now a large
' hole in the ground in South
Campus.
For the office of the Dean of
Students to fulfill its obligation to
the students as written in the
.' 1977-78 handbook, an incident
which displays total unconcern for
student's rights must never again
happen. I respect the efforts by
many of the administration members to aid the students of South
Campus. Yet, I regret that the
students themselves had to initiate
I this concern. So much could have
been avoided if only that concern
i had been displayed earlier.
Sincerely yours,
Dean Karalis
1

Cooperation
To the Fditor:
1 attended the meeting on
Thursday evening between the
residents of South Campus and
representatives of the administration. I feel obligated to share some
of my observations.
The meeting was called as a
1
result of protests by residents over
the construction of a new South
Campus dormitory. The purpose of
the meeting was to clear the air and
to reduce tensions. The discussion

had the opposite effect for me. I
entered quite calm and left thoroughly outraged. The college
community should know why.
First I must disassociate myself
from the opinions of some of those
present at the meeting. I do not
question the decision to build the
new dorm. Nor do I protest the
right of the Board of Trustees to
decide when and where it should be
built. I do not decry, although I
commiserate with those more inconvenienced than I by, the
inevitable noise of construction.
What I do protest, and I am
not alone, is the attitude shown by
the administration toward the
students. At the meeting the
representatives of the administration stated that both the proposal
and the decision to build the dorm
were made in late May, well after
housing selection for this year,
although I frankly do not entirely
believe this, I will accept it as true.
The point is that it was inexcusable
that the students were not immediately informed of a decision which
directly affected them. Dean Winer
may very well be proud that the
college is acting to alleviate
overcrowding. But I must confess,
my feelings for the school were
slightly different when I drove up
on August 29 and saw the sign
announcing the building of the
dorm.
To return to Thursday's meeting, Dean Winer and Ms. Dow
were on the whole cooperative.
There was however, a third administrator present. It is the
behavior, but more importantly the
attitide, of Vice President Smith
that I take issue with.
I appreciate the fact that Mr.
Smith has a job to do. But his
challenging, noncooperative attitude was totally out of place. His
response to student complaints was
to deny the right to make those
complaints. When informed that
the situation for some was bad, he
denied the substance of the complaints. Several students became
overly aggressive during the meeting. Their behavior is not to be
condoned. They did not become
aggressiye however, until atter Mr.
Smith turned a calm meeting to
iron out differences into a confrontation. His presence did nothing to help, but much to inflame,
the situation.
The requests of the students
boiled down to one thing. They
wanted some indication that their

needs and concerns were going to
be given due consideration. One
student voiced the opinion that for
$6000 per year the students
deserve better than they have
gotten. Mr. Smith responded with
a series of dollars and cents figures
saying that we should be grateful
for our blessings and shouldn't
bitch. In addition he implied that
students receiving financial aid
have even fewer rights than fu)/
paying students. Mr. Smith totally
missed the point. It is not thatfoi
S6000 we deserve to sleep until
8:00. It is that for our contribution
to the existence of this institution,
and as human beings, we deserve
some basic considerations.
Ms. Dow and Dr. Winer
responded well. They tried to make
the best of a bad situation and
indicated that they will do things
differently in the future. I co.ramend them both. Mr. Smith
however, indicated no concern
whatsoever for those present. He
made it quite clear that all he cares
for is the smooth operation and
administration of the College and
to hell with those who stand up in
the way. This atitude is deplorable
in one who we, at least in part- Pa^
with our 6 G's a year.
What is needed is cooperation
and understanding, on both sides,
rather than confrontation. T ne
students must understand the long
range needs of the school. The
administration must understand
that they cannot take the student
body for granted, even in the Age
of Apathy. There must be communication between these groups.
A little common sense of the type
Mr. Smith demonstrated a lack ot
last Thursday will go a long way
toward eliminating the need for
such meetings in the future.
Dave Weisenfeld /»
Wheaton 1H

Construction
Noise
To the Editor:
After the meeting concerning
South Campus construction, •
became obvious that the administration has given little forthougW
on the effect of noise on the student
body. Discussion is in progress an«
hopefully the administration wi»
decide to lower the dorm ratings in
Jackson, Smith and Wheaton. As a
resident of Jackson I do teei
somewhat victimized. No one wa
coat, on page 9

r
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Commentary
Letter From Franconia
My past two articles have
focused primarily on Trinity. In
this piece, I would like to center
my attention on Franconia. I had
expected to find that Franconia
would be radically different than
Trinity. In some ways it is, and in
some ways it is not. Although the
ideas, philosophies, and structures
are different here, many of the
people are not. For the most part,
the residential students come from
middle-class backgrounds, and the
faculty have had the same types of
traditional education that most
college faculty members have had.
These factors make it difficult for
people to act in radically different
ways here.
The school has only 190
residential students. Therefore,
there is bound to be more
familiarity and communication.
But in addition, the administration
makes a concerted effort to be in
contact with the students. There is
a real committment to having the
students share, insofar as is
possible, in the running of the
college.
Student involvment in the
major decisions is achieved
throught the governance of the
school, which occurs in three
areas: President's Council, Area
Groups, and Community meetings.
In no way are these groups the sole
determiners of decisions and
policies, because they meet only
once a week, and there are many
administrative functions that must
occur between meetings. But the
meetings do allow administrators
to find out what's on the minds of
community members.
Area groups are concerned
with academics - they resemble
departments, but are considerably
less formal, and allow for a good
deal of overlap among the various
disciplines. Student and faculty
members meet weekly to duscuss

Students Get Involved

the courses, proposals, and objectives of their particular groups.
Because of time limitations, I
can only attend one group's
meetings. In that group, some very
dynamic things have happened.
Recently we sent a proposal to the
Council in which we outlined the
desires and directions that we felt
should be instituted for our area.
The process of the proposal's
creation was, to me, more interesting than the content. It was a
thrilling experience to be directly
involved in the defining of my own
academic area, and it was also
exciting to see that a group of
people could work together to
make that proposal happen. Sadly,
I do feel that the designing of the
proposal and the meetings in
general are dominated by the
faculty members of the group.
This represents one of Franconia's many contradictions
between what it is and what it
purports to be. But in our last
meeting, we took a step towards
resolving that problem by deciding
that two female students should cochair the meetings in the future.
The council is the primary
decision-making body, and is
composed of student and faculty
representatives from each area
group, as well as representatives
from the administration and staff.
At the weekly meetings, area group
proposals are discussed and major .
policies considered. Ira, the
president, chairs the council
without a vote, but I find his
presence distressingly strong.
This brings to light a basic
contradiction of the college.
Philosophically, the school is
committed to collective, communitarian governance, but its
structure is hierarchiacal in many
ways There is a Board of Trustees
that is largely responsible for the
finances of the college. Although

they do not directly concern
themselves with Franconia's internal affairs, they have certain
expectations, and their primary
connection with the school is Ira,
who is held responsible for
finances, recruitment, etc.
The president's position thus
inherently has a certain measure of
power, and the rather shaky
financial status of the school
requires more presidential control
than community members, or Ira
himself would like. Also Ira and
some administrators have rather
definite ideas about the directions
the college should take, and the
implementation of these seems to
sometimes preclude real community control.
Which brings us to community
meetings. In theory, these meetings
have the potential to be the most
fruitful and important means of
governance, because they can
involve everyone and because any
issue that any one is concerned
about can be placed on the agenda
for discussion. But in practice,
these meetings have been the least
fruitful; they have been petty and
frustrating. A primary reason is
that they are very poorly attended.
I have wondered and worried
frequently about this apathy and
lack of attendance, and my belief is
that students have had little or no
experience in the real determination of their schooling and
their lives. Thus they are confused,
and perhaps threatened, when
these opportunities occur. Also, I
would imagine that students have
usually dealt with life matters in an
isolated, individualistic way, and
that therefore they have little or no
idea of how to begin operating
collectively rather than competively.
Classes here are fairly different.
First of all, a number of the faculty
are deeply committed to radical

More Letters///
Noise
cont. from page 8
informed that construction on a
new dorm would begin this fall.
Now, in dorms that are normally
sought after residents are trying to
escape to quieter areas of the
campus.
The basic problem is not even
that I cannot sleep beyond 7:30
a.m. The almost constant din keeps
me from studying in my room
during the day and from taking the
afternoon naps that help me
recover from being woken up at
7:30.1 cannot ask Trinity College to
provide me with another room
specifically for taking naps/but I
would like to see the college make
an effort to help me find places to
study.
Soon the library will be unbearable for all students. Once
construction begins there, where'
will students study? As the tranquil
Trinity campus is increasingly
invaded by bulldozers and dust, a
quiet place to study, think and
Possibly take naps is desperately
needed. I suggest that the administration make up a schedule of all
classrooms not in use at some time
during the day, beginning at 7:30
»•"»., until 5:00 p.m. With this
'Guide to Studying" in
hand, a student will always be able
'o find some place to escape from

noise.
The above is only one suggestion. We at Trinity College must
keep in mind that the new
buildings will, in the long run, be
an asset to our community. Yet it
must also be hoped that any
inconvenience will be kept to a
minimum by an administration
sensitive to the needs of the
students.
Mary Ellen Dee '80

Bakke Case
Dear Sir:
Last Thursday night there was
held a panel discussion entitled
"The Bakke Case: Affirmative
Action and Higher Education."
This was a fine idea because the
Bakke case is one which is highly
controversial, much misunderstood, and of particular interest
to Trinity College as an institution
of higher education.
However, the purpose of a
panel duscussion seems to be
defeated when the entire panel
takes the same viewpoint on a
controversial issue. After a VA
hour discussion, I had been informed of the points against Bakke,
but had been told nothing of the
points in his favor. I assume that
there must be some points in his
favor or there would be no controversy,

I went to the discussion to learn
more about the Bakke Case, both
the pros and the cons, not to learn
why Bakkexpould lose. It is a
shame that after attending a
discussion of an issue as important
and with as many potential
repercussions as the Bakke case,
those who attended only have at
best half an understanding of the
issue.
Sincerely,
William Hettinger

United Way
To the Editor:
We would like to thank aff
members of the Trinity community for their generosity in
suDPprtinE this year's UNITED
WAY drive. Our task as the>
chairpersons of the 1977 Trinity
drive was made easier by the
unstinting efforts of all the
volunteer solicitors.
Trinity's goal' for 1977 was
$6,000, an increase of 25% over the
previous year. Nevertheless,
Trinity went over the top and
collected $6,600 and that figure is
still climbing as some contributions continue to come in.
To all of you a heartfelt
"thanks".
Sincerely,
Ivan A. Backer
Patricia McDonald

social change. As a result, classes
have a value-orientation which is
very different from that found at
Trinity. Most faculty here make no
pretense to objectivity - they are
aware of their particular point of
view and are honest about it. Also,
I find that there's an important
emphasis on relevance; rather than
leaving the course material in the
realm of abstract academia, an
attempt is made to connect it with
our own life experiences.
Classes
are
generally
academically less demanding than
those at Trinity, in that we read less
books and write less papers. And
because there are no grades and no
authoritarian teachers, students are
free to do no work. But classes are
generally very thought-provoking,
especially since teachers make a
point to challenge existing beliefs
and modes of thinking. Though the
atmosphere here can sometimes be
rather non-academic, many of the
students are well-motivated,
probably because most are not
fresh from high school and have a
fair idea of exactly what they want
to learn.
There are important commitments at Franconia to diversity
and humanism. Diversity is
achieved through an open admissions policy, a considerable
amount of financial aid, and some
specific programs. One program
involves people who are presently
working in the area of human

services, and who come here on
Saturdays to take courses towards
their degree. Though these
students do not mix frequently with
the residential students, it is a
worthwhile experience to be involved educationally with a variety
of people. Franconia attempts to
serve a variety of people through as
program for the elderly, and
through a continuing education
program in which area residents
can take courses at reduced rates.
Though there is evidence in-^
other areas, I have been primarilly
conscious of the humanistic attitudes taken towards the maintenance staff here. There are
treated as human beings, whose
importance to the college is not
underestimated. Students treat
them with kindness rather than
derision, and the staff is fully
represented in college goverance.
Finally, I want to comment on
the emotionality and dynamics
within the college. "Static" is
certainly not a word that could be
applied to Franconia. Change is
always occurring, as the result of
goals and ideals, new energy, or
self-criticism. And despite the
apathy, there does s^em to be some
concern for what the college is and
where it's going, Perhaps graffiti is
a questionable indicator, but it
seems that most graffiti here deals
with Ira and the college, rather that
with profanity, racism, and sexism,
which are typical topics at Trinity.

Coming Attraction
by Eric Grevstad
Is it my imagination, or have
there been a lot of ads on the tables
at dinner lately? People don't read
what you put in their mailboxes - a
look at the Mather basement
wastbaskets should convince you
of that - but, so far this year, we've
sat down to press releases from
Woody Harris, Bob Fellows,
Russell Baker, half a dozen SGPB
events, and the Ballet Hispanico of
New York; C lub T is coming again
this weekend and they're advertising John Roarke and the John
Payne/ Louis Levin Band. They
would probably put ads on the
tables at Saga if Robert Redford
were coming to the Washington
Room and the Beatles were playing
at Ferris. (More than that, they'd
probably schedule them against
each other.) Movie theatres have
started showing commercials with
the coming attractions; we have
coming attraction with the
chopped steak.
This is a good idea. As I said,
people would rather stuff their face
than their mailbox; I like it
because, obviously, it gives you
something to read while you eat,
and TRIPOD people have to eat
alone a lot. I have always liked
reading this sort of thing - motionpicture rental catalogs, talent
agency brochures - and I believe
that good ad copy can do wonders
for any performer. But does this
have a place in the College?
For instance, what about
President Lockwood? Dr. Lockwood appears periodically before
the Trustees, the President's
Fellows, or various administrative
committees, as well as making^
public appearances for College
events, alumni meetings, fundraising campaigns, or the AllCollege Convocations; and, while
he is an excellent speaker and
administrator, no one has ever
thought to make him a superstar.
(Kingman Brewster got to be
Ambassador to Great Britain, but
he had appeared regularly in a

comic strip.) If, on the other hand,
the Administration were to adopt
the tactics of the SGPB, we might
find something like this on our
tables before an alumni meeting:
Thfr-Trustees of Trinity College
present PRESIDENT T.D. LOCKWOOD in the Washington Room,
Friday, November 11, 8:00 p.m.
— How can you get the right
kind of audience for your budget,
and vice versa? Easy! Just book
President Lockwood and his fellows
for your next fundraiser and watch
the results.
— DR. LOCKWOOD is the
of-all-trades you need today. First,
the author of "Hessee Ever
Happened Before?" and other
1 books is the skilled administrator,
dazzling your audience with
'"Neath the Elms: Behind Closed
Doors" stories that really show the
state you're in.
•—Next, you're off to Tibet as
LOCKWOOD demonstrates in
slides and narrative his adventures
in mountaineering. The text
cleverly includes references to the
i alumni dollars you need.
—Finally, out come the 27
talented FELLOWS as LOCKWOOD handles questions from the
audience with the same flair that
sparked TRINITY'S own $12
million capital campaign. It's an
evening you won't want to miss.
—"PRESIDENT LOCKWOOD
is the most dynamic-performer in
the field today. His versatility is
amazing." — Alice CConner.
Trinity TRIPOD
—"More than just another
administrator. DRT LOCKWOOD'S

is a superb performance." — Kathy
Frederick, Trinity Keportcr
—"An impressive set from the
verteran DR. LOCKWOOD His
material is always fresh and shows
great promise for a fine executive
and recording career." — WRTCFM Radio Trinity
At this, he might even get into
Club T.
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"The End Of European Hegemony
The following article has been excerpted by Dr. H.
McKim Steele, Professor of History, from a paper which
served as the basis for his lecture, "The End of European
Hegemony: Implications for the Study of History." The
lecture was delivered on October 17, 1977, and was
sponsored by the Mellon Foundation and the Interculturat Studies Proeram.
by H. Mekim Steele
The title of this talk, "The End of European
Hegemony: Implications for the study of History"
seems to require a certain amount of clarification.
In referring to the end of hegemony, I am thinking
more in terms of the loss by Europe of the unquestioned
political primacy which European nations enjoyed down
to 1914 or, perhaps, even down to 1939. The character
of this European hegemony at its height is illustrated
quite simply. Nineteenth century Europeans when they
spoke of "civilization" plainly meant that there really
was only one true civilization, that is European
civilization. But they felt no overwhelming need to
qualify the noun "civilization" with the adjective
"European." Contemporary civilization to them meant
Europe; the equation of the two was taken to be
self-evident.
The tendency in the 20th century has been quite
different. The need has been felt to speak of Western
(i.e. European) civilization, of the "Western heritage,"
or even of the "defense of the West." The very act of
placing the adjective "western" before the term
civilization constitutes an acknowlegement, however
unconscious, that in fact there other cultural traditions
on the planet. To be sure, the use of the term
• ' W e s t e r n " when the " E u r o p e a n " is more
geographically appropriate continues to reveal a
Eurocentric outlook, but it equally can be taken to show
that Europeans are aware of serious competitors, a
perception which was largely missing from the 19th
century outlook.
We have very clearly, then, a dispute among
historians about when a certain period—in this case the
establishment of European hegemony—actually began.
These historical disputes about periodicity are all too
familiar and appear all too stale. But before we dismiss
the point about whether European hegemony was
established in 1500 or 1800 as mere semanticism we
should perhaps notice a point of capital importance.
Issues of definition aside, the only way to settle the
matter is to study the historical context. And what is
that context? It is not Europe alone, but Europe as it
coexisted with other societies in the world. Thus the
extra-European dimension become crucial in establishing the answer to an argument about European history.
Let me at this point propose something of a
paradox. The most serious sign of the end of European
hegemony on this planet is not the rolling back of this or
that European colonial empire or the nationalization by
a third world country of this or that "European
owned" oil company, but the proof lies in the end of the
ability of European history to alone provide a
convincing explanation for how the world came to be
what it is. It used to be that what Europeans did
seemed to account for everything which was
happening—that evidently is no longer true.
Yet it seems to me that the implications of the end of
the European monopoly in the field of history has not
been worked out and that the failure to work out the
implication of European history's "end of empire" not
only confronts us with an issue of intellectual
bankruptcy but potentially has • more dangerous
practical consequences as well.
Yet I am afraid that I am old-fashioned enough to
deplore this gap between history as event and the
popular understanding. I find the condition deplorable
because I still hold on to the old humanist faith that
historians are ultimately called on to provide citizens
with a certain perspective which will assist them in
making intelligent policy choices. It seems to me that
the gap between the mighty past and the public's
understanding of that past, a gap that will never
entirely be closed, has nevertheless over the 1st half
century or more opened up to alarming proportions.
And 1 even submit that some of the disorientation which
one sees in the public understanding is the direct
consequence of the fact that the map of time and space
they carry in their heads, that we all carry in our heads,
is of very little use in interpreting the events of today
because of the obsolescent omission of knowledge of
entire continents.
The second response to the problem of topical
obsolescence in liberal education is to fall back on the
so-called "eternal verities." This is the kind of solution
which tends to recommend itself at Trinity. There are,
in this way of thinking, certain cultures and certain
epochs which are, so-to-say, "classical." If we teach
our students, the argument goes, familiarity with these
"classical eras" and how to measure themselves
against them, all will be well because we will be
teaching our students to admire eras which will never
be obsolete.
• In some ways 1 find this latter solution—the solution
of the eternal canon of style and taste-quite attractive. 1
would find it even more so if as an historian I had not
seen how "classical revivals" are used as ideological
screens to obscure a full analysis of what is actually
going on. After all it would be very attractive (it has

been very attractive) for Europeans to imagine that
they are ancient Romans standing on the lines of empire and defending civilization from the barbarians.
Only civilization is not quite, to paraphrase Freud, as
civilized as we have imagined it to be, the barbarians
are not quite so barbarous, and, inconveniently, there
are so deuced many of them.
Pax Romana, Pax Britannica, or Pax America do not
any of them appear to be organizing ideas through
which history will be fully understood, There may in
fact be no such organizing ideas, but that is not to say
that we cannot do a better job at trying to find them
than we are doing at present.
What are students of history to do now that
European history has lost its effective monopoly of the
means of truth? Study some other area of history? Why
not Africa, the Middle East, India, Tibet, China, Korea,
Japan, Siberia, the Eskimoes, the Amerindians? By all
means, but let us not make the mistake of imagining
that the study of these areas will provide an effective
substitute for what we used to imagine the study of
European history could do for us. Give up the study of
Europe? Hardly. In the first place such a proposition is
not practical. I know that you, my friends and academic
colleagues, are not going to give up teaching the
courses which are your bread and butter. And you know
that I know, etc. In any case let us admit European
history does have a certain significance, provided it is
not overdone.
In examining the subject of genre withn history,
however briefly, the purpose has been to prepare the
argument more fully for the suggestion that there
exists, at least potentially, another genre in history, one
which heretofore has been much neglected but which
would answer to the problem which confronts history as
a consequence of the European hegemony. I would like
to call this new genre planetary history, in part in
homage to Wilfred Desan's important but neglected
work Planetary Man.
What is the relationship between planetary history
and other forms of historical endeavor? It certainly does
not render them obsolete. Ideally as a genre of history
among other genres, there would be a reciprocal
relationship. Just as students of American history
would pay attention to developments in the field of
American biography and vice-versa so students of
American history ought ideally to pay attention to the
genre of planetary history and vice versa. American
historians would supply students of planetary history .
with certain particulars, and planetary historians would
supply American historians with certain insights into
the larger context within which American history has
taken place.
I have called planetary histroy a new genre rather
than a new field in part because historians generally
have a habit of paying attention to developments in all
genres which have a bearing on their field, but because
of the impulse to specialization, they only rarely pay
attention to historical developments that take place
outside their own field. But make no mistake planetary
history necessarily stands in a relation of tension and
reinforcement with more particularistic historical
studies. It cannot replace them; and they cannot
replace it. I am not proposing that planetary history is a
kind of universal history which theoretically subsumes
all other forms of history within it. Organized areas of
historical inquiry simply do not relate to each other in
that fashion. Planetary history can never be a
totalization of all possible historical relationships. Its
aim instead is to specialize in those specific questions
whose answers, once discovered by research, will
permit us to answer the larger question:' 'What was the
general condition of the human community at a certain
time in history?"
Are there any studies already in existence whoich
would give an idea of what planetary history in its
developed form would look like? No intellectual
program is ever without its important precursors. After
all the problem of making sense out of the entire'
historical record of humanity goes back ultimately to
the Judeo-Christian roots of European civilization, and
it has been present in a Secular form since at least the
18th century. Obviously previous efforts have not
avoided Euro-centrism or (earlier) Christo-centrism,
but nevertheless certain important efforts have been
made in the 19th and 20th centuries which ought to be
taken into account. The extent to which planetary
history converges with or is distinct from these will
perhaps help to define what is meant by planetary
history more clearly.
I. Hegel and Marx.
Hegel and Marx thus tended, like many others, to
believe that only certain sectors of world society were
historically advanced and hence of current significance.
To that degree they tended to see societies which did
not show signs of what they took to be advancement as
simple fossils arrested at an earlier stage of time.
Hence, as with so many other European thinkers from
that day to this, peoples with simple technologies
(specifically Africans) lay outside of history, and were
consequently thought to resemble very much what
ancient man must have been like. They were "timeless
primitives.'' If one wanted to know about paleolithic or
neolithic man, one could resort to archeology, but if one

really wanted to know about such people first hand, one
had only to look at "contemporary primitives" in the
"savage" parts of the globe.
To this view which sees history, the only true
significant history, as belonging to advanced sectors
must be opposed the view implicit in the pursuit of
planetary history. For the genre of planetary history,
all human beings living together on the planet at any
one time are contemporaries and the sum of the
manners of existence explains the particular condition
of human society at a particular time. To put it more
bluntly, for planetary history the Bushman or the
Amazonian Indians of the' twentieth century are not
stone-age savages accidentally stranded in modern
times, they are our contemporaries and have as much
right to be called modern as we do. Until this dictum is
accepted, it will be impossible to discuss the true
condition of humanity at any particular time with any
real hope of versimilitude.
II. The civilizationists. Spengler and Toynbee.
The term "civilization" may still have its use in the
vocabulary of particularistic history as a synonym for
culture: and it still may be perfectly appropriate to
write a history of this or that civilization. As an
organizing concept for writing planetary history,
however, its utility is limited not least because it tends
to lead one to look in the wrong direction. The planetary
historian is not interested primarily in the course of ancient Egyption civilization, he wants to know the ways
in which ancient Egyptian culture fitted into the larger
historical context of its day, i.e., not only the relations
with other Mediterranean and Asian "civilizations" but
with the peoples of Arabia, and Africa as well.
III. The Chicago School.
To date works by two men who have taught at the
University of Chicago come closest to what I mean by
planetary history. Their men are William J. MacNeil
(Toynbe'e's son-in-law) and Marshall G.S. Hodgson.
MacNeil's work The Rise of the West has enjoyed some
acclaim since its publication in the early 1960s, but its
very title -Rise of the West- reveals some of its
deficiencies in concept, yet it should be acknowledged
as a noble and pioneering effort to write the history of
the human community in terms which would withstand
the scrutiny of professional historians.
In certain ways MacNeil fell short of writing what I
would call full planetary history. For one, he was still
writing the history of "civilizations" although he tried
to stitch them together along the edges in a way Ait
Toynbee ignored. Secondly, despite some occasional
references to peoples outside of the "pale of
civilization" (his most notable omission in the first
edition was very little on the Americas and nothing of
the history of Africa), MacNeil's basic interest still
centered on what he called the oekumene, i.e., the
citied zone of the Eurasian land mass. While this
approach was certainly preferable to dealing exclusively with the history of the human community from a
strictly European perspective, in fact, MacNeil still
aimed not so much at describing the condition of
humanity, but only at characterizing waht he took to be
the advanced sectors, i.e., the civilized areas. This
overriding concern becomes even clearer in the last
third of his work which simply turns into a conventional
description of European expansion. This peculiar
propensity to identify European achievement as the
acme of human attainment is made even more curious
by Macneil's explicit repudiation of the myth of human
progress in the concluding section of his work.
Marshall G.S. Hodgson's work is less well known,
but I believe that his The Venture of Islam (1974) is the
greatest work of history on the grand scale to be
published in English in the last decade, perhaps in the
generation. Technically what Hodgson has written is
not planetary history at all, it is a history of Islamic
culture; but the character" of his work bears the value
of much of the kind of enterprise I have been
attempting to advocate here. The strength of Hodgon's
work comes in part from the fact that parallel to writing
his study of Islam, he was simultaneously writing a
planetary history. The latter will probably never be
published, as it was unfinished at his death, but the
unfinished planetary history has left its imprint on the
way in which Hodgson came to look at Islam and its tote
in history. While he was appropriately very conscious of
writing a history of Islamic culture, he was nevertheless
aware that this history must be set in a broader context
which plans its role on influencing events in the
Middle East. Hence his work constitutes a powerful
example of the cross fertilizations between genres,
between planetary and particularistic history, in t n e
fashion I advocate.
Hodgson can be read with profit by all those who are
interested in the course of history in the Afro-Eurasian
citified zone. Remarks such as his assertion that the
sources of industrialization in Western Europe must be
sought not merely in specifically West European
institutions but in the general condition of "old world
culture suggest important avenues of historica
exploration; no-less his comments on the impact tha
economic growth in Sung China had for the Middle
East.
Yet I do not believe that Hodgson has completely
• cont. on page 14 .
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Consciousness And Color
by Julia B. Vigneron
Prints, Pastels, and Presence,
the Studio Arts faculty show,
challenges us with different ways of
looking. The manner in which we
question the things we are considering can open up new ways of
seeing, and perhaps something new
to see as well.
Robert C ale's five prints are not
necessarily new, but always a job to
see. Notably, the role of color in his
work is more emphasized, and
worthily so. Mako Shark, a nature
print, is actually constructed of
textured color. Sumptuous, darkly
edible colors gleam, glisten and
radiate deeply within as well as out.
The grainy, yet varied texture is
enhanced by the colored inks
which are made up of the
creature's own oils and juices.
Everywhere, the artist's hand is
present, continually making form
judgments, molding the print. For
in Cale's nature prints, the concept
of edge or form is very nebulous;

we must relate to these images a& sketch-like, yet each piece stands enough, in the coolness combined' levels between two parallel walls. It
we would a permanently wet as finished as his large painted with vibrant heat. The split that is an outline of a staircase,risingin
footprint. They are but impressions canvases, about which there is a streaks across our consciousness in space, yet it is too small for human
of the real form, made to be certain intimacy.
Redsplit Blue is causing the scale. Thus it is a staircase in
visually real through color and
Chaplin's pastels are clearly separation behind (or between?) description only, certainly not in
texture.
evocative of his paintings, yet there the solidly-blue blue. Orange function or physical possibilities.
One precious little item, remains something different. The Breaking Green sets a slightly new On a three-demensional level, it
Octopus, is the type of object one very medium of pastel has much to tone, and a singular one at that. exists as a staircase only at certain
would, expect to associate with do with this, but these are not the The scratching of the finished angles, and dissipates as one looks
Faberge Easter eggs or French colors associated with baby clothes work-the betrayal of the surface-is up or down. If distorted to two
Rococo porcelains. The pinks and or jellybeans. They are Chaplin somewhat dissonant unless viewed dimensions, we are presented with
greens, which combine in a colors that have achieved an even from a bit of a distance, when the a massive sheet of music, which
heathery violet-blue, illustrate a greater luminosity. Pastels lack the effect blurs.
lacks the notes yet maintains the
very real sensitivity to color. The very heavy opaqueness of color
Each pastel is very accessible, beat of the rhythmic steps.
rich
hues
coupled
with that is the nature of paint; the artist considering the grand color
Two very important elements in
exquisiteness of form result in this is allowed to breeze over the statements made, and they are Staircase are color and light. The
preciousity. Those minute suction surface of the paper without absolutely marvelous.
red string dissolves into the reddish
cups strung out along the sinuous soaking it in color. Thus there is a
There is a small, handsome, wood of the parquet floor. The grid
tentacles like so many pearls...has controlled amount of backlighting lacquer-red poster up around of twelve overhead lights aids in
anyone ever interpreted such a seeping through, illuminating the campus announcing Steve Wood's depth perception as well as
color relationships. Redset Green Red Staircase. It is quite a work. illuminating the saturating red of
creature in this manner?
A group of recent pastels by Strip evokes a landscape that is
In Red Staircase, we find yet the string. And, true to form, Wood
George Chaplin represents further primevally lake-like. Night- another level of Wood's conceptual has created yet another space that
explorations into the limitless blue/ Treefops achieves the concern with space. While I have is defined by each individual's
realm of color. Chaplin has worked flourescent glow of a midnight city difficulty in dealing with physical, perception and visual interaction
his enchantment in color spells. beyond the early evening horizon. concrete, expressions of con- with the light upon the staggered
Most of the pastels are quite small, And, to carry on the theme of
ceptual art, Wood's works often strings. There is a lyrical, mystical
edible colors, how about transcend this problem because of aura that permeates our conBlueberried Chocolate?
sciousness in quite a provocative
their craftsmanship.
Chaplin is still mixing his colors
Red string occupies about half manner. It is a presence indeed.
on the surface, a very exciting of the gallery space; it is
Exhibit: November 3 to 23,
it
process. There is a great feeling of horizontally strung at measured 1977. Austin Arts Center.
peace in a degree of removal from
The Glastonbury Players will Kbwaleski are cast as the these pieces, and, strangely
present "Barefoot in the Park" by Newlyweds. Valerie Sterople is the
Neil Simon on Nov. 11 and 12 at 8. bride's mother. Laurence Myers
p.m. in the Glastonbury High plays Victor Velasco. Dan Coyle
School, under the direction of and Allen Tibbets are the
Bernie Shanley.
telephone repairman and the
This bubbling, rib-tickling deliveryman, respectively.
Jerry Rockwood brings his
comedy takes place in a New York
The head of production is
unique
characterization of Edgar
apartment just rented by a Nancy Zimmerman. The Set was
beautiful bride for her spanking- designed by Richard Heiss with Allan Poe, the Master of the
new-lawyer husband. He notes, construction by Allen Tibbets. Macabre, to the Bijou Theatre for
consecutive
Monday
among other things, that the Charlie Duquette is the stage three
evenings
beginning
Monday,
apartment is a six flight walk-up, manager. Costumes are being
the skylight leaks, and there is a supervised by Harriet Calano. Rita November 7th. This special enpermanent trespasser who lives on Anderson is handling props. tertainment is called "A CONthe roof. Into this ideal at- Publicity is headed by Marge DITION OF SHADOW" and is
mosphere, the bride's mother Loucks. Reggie Morin is ticket being presented under the aegis of
arrives. What happens is outlan- chairman. Programs done by Judi Arthur Shafman International Ltd.,
which is the producer of the Bijou's
dishly funny in the best Simon Van Alstyne.
regular tenant "Mummenschanz."
tradition.
For ticket reservation, please
Drawing from Poe's tales,
Kory Loucks and Mark call 633-0876 or 633-0227.
Michael Countryman as the hot-tempered Hotspur in the Theatre
poems, letters, essays and even
Arts Program's recent production of Shakespeare's "Henry IV, Part
marginal notes, "A CONDITION
One."
pholoby Scan M. Leventhal
OF SHADOW" continues this
season's trend to the Gothic ("The
ALL BRANDS
Passion of Dracula" and "Dracula")
ALWAYS COLD
,
as well as this and recent season's
ALWAYS IN STOCK/
trend to the one'man and
one'woman entertainment ("The
Belle of Amherst," "Bully,"
"Clarence Darrow," "Give Em
WE DELIVER
of Puerto Ricans being neither
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Hell,
Harry!" and many others).
The Ballet Hispanico of New Spanish nor American.
Store
Selection of Imported & Domestic
Wines and Spirits • Mtotaum Prices.
"In my company," she adds, "I
On Monday, November 7th only York will give a performance in the
we are extending a special in- Goodwin Theatre of the Austin really want artists and it takes a
vitation to the college press to Arts Center on Saturday, long time to form them. But I also
come and attend "A CONDITION November 19, at 8:15 p.m. The want to show who we—the
OF SHADOW," following which event is jointly sponsored by La Hispanics"are."
there will be a press conference Voz Latina, the Department of
Most of Ballet Hispanico's
with Jerry Rockwood. Please call Intercultural Studies and the dancers come from the Spanishmy office at 489-6745 to arrange for Spanish Department.
speaking regions of the United
your press tickets for coverage.
Artistic Director Tina Ramirez States. All have a background of
Tickets for the performance, which founded the company in order to training in flamenco, ballet and
begins promptly at 8 p.m. at the build a national repertory company modern dance.
Bijou Theatre (207 West 45th reflecting the traditions and exBallet Hispanico has been
Street), will be held at the box periences of Spanish-speaking touring nationally under the
office in your name. Thank you for Americans. Ballet Hispanico's auspices of the National Enyour interest.
repertoire finds its roots in the dowment's
Dance
Touring
Spanish flamenco style, the simple Program since 1974. They have
The Trinity College
folk traditions of Latin America, appeared at the Kennedy Center
Concert Choir will perform an
the rites of the Church and the for the Performing Arts in
"Evening of Choral Music" by
rituals of island witchcraft and Washington, D.C., the Brooklyn
German Composers on
magic as well as contemporary Academy of Music, the Detroit
Sunday, November 13 at 8:15
expressions including modern and Institute of Arts and the Delacorte
p.m. in the Chapel, with orjazz works by leading American Theatre in Central Park.
chestra and soloists, Gerald
choreographers.
The program will include
Moshell conducting.
The company maintains its "Caribbean Suite," "Deer Dance,"
commitment to the Spanish- "FiestaEn Vera Cruz," "Portrait o(
speaking communities of NewCarmen," La Boda de Luis Alonso"
LOST:
York with on-going series of and "Echoes of Spain."
1 Silver Waterman flair
performances in schools, churches,
General admission is $4.00,
- type pen great sentimental
hospitals and community centers, non-Trinity students and senior
value. REWARD - Contact Box
i "We're Hispanic and we're citizens $2.50 and Trinity students
718.
American," says Tina Ramirez. $1.50.
"Too often people have this image
For information call 527-8Ot>2.

Glastonbury Players Present

Barefoot In The Park''

A Condition
of Shadow

BEER KEGS

NOW

HOURS!!

Ballet Hispanico Of
New York
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More Arts
Wilson In
Wonderland
by David Winaiis
A review of Dennis Wilson's
Pacific Ocean Bine

mythical California
coming to me in the air
beach boys singing
riding the waves
lying in the rays
sunshine cola days
California the illusion
you'd dream of with the music
never believing it was there
wouldn't it be nice anyway
dennis wilson is California
free, rich, a child in the hills
running around, his hair in the wind
"it's o.k. to get out there, have some fun"
Alone, finally standing alone
dennis wilson has come out
with his music, no beach boys
just dennis with his mind,
drums, friends and some coke.

Rosiland Newman And Dancers Perform
Next in the Trinity College
Dance Perspective Series is Rosalind Newman and Dancers, a new
and artistically stimulating Modern
Dance Company. Featuring the
inventive choreography of Rosalind
Newman,, the program includes
sensitive pieces about dance, dancing, and dancers. Highlighting the
program is "IIIII." an ideogram
referring to a new and athletic work
concerning five dancers and five
poles.
Newman comes on Friday,
November 11 from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
to lead a Master Class in intermediate modern dance. Fees include $3.00 for participants and
$1.50 for observers. The Company
will perform on Saturday, November 12 at 8:15 p.m. in the J.L.
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center. Tickets are $4.50 for
general admission and $2.50 for
students and senior citizens. For
information and reservations call
the Austin Arts Center Box Office
at 527-8062.

Newman Dancers climb the walls in "001," which will be
performed Nov. 12 at 8:15 p.m. in A.A.C.

Jean-Louis Gil Plays to Admiring Audience

his brothers lost for now,
dennis beats his drums into river song,
against city life, for friday nights,
dennis aint surfing anymore
dennis wilson is making new misic
with those saxaphones sounding sexy,
dennis wilson forever young is standing
he's bouncing around, beautiful baby
. anotner dimension, more music
the good vibrations rolling in the waves
still mythical California.

Bermuda
Breakaway

by Suzanne Blancaflor
On Friday, November 4th, at
8:15 pm in the Chapel the second
recital in the Trinity Organ Series
was performed by the French
Organist Jean Louis Gil. Mr. Gil
played compositions by Boely,
Durufle, Schoenberg, and Reubke.
I'he first peice of the repertoire
was Fantasy in B—Flat Major by
Boely. Although there were passages that reminded one of a
whimsical day, the piece was
dramatic as a whole. For the mood
of restlessness and triumph was
exhibited in the scale passages and
triplets that moved through various
keys.
The next piece in the program

|
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was Suite, Opus 5 by Durufle,
which was broken down into three
sections; Prelude, Sicilienne, and
Toccata. The Prelude seemed
extremely detached from the rest of
the piece. It was a slow moving
section with minor chords and
sharp dissonances that reminded
one of death. Mr. Gil performed it
extremely well. The notes and
crescendos were superbly even.
The Sicilenne reminded one of a
pastorale. It had a soft lyrical
melody with broken chord accompaniment in the bass. The
mood captured the essence of a
bittersweet feeling. The final section Toccata was a composition of
full chords, running scale pas-

Trinity Students A

10% off
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PROFESSIONALOPTICALCENTEROFFERS
• Year Replacement Guarantee,
against breakage of lenses or frames
• Never A Charge For Adjustments
• Conveniently Located Across From Hartford Hospital
• Free Parking
LEON PLOURD
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9 AM-6 PM
GENERALMANAGER
SAT.9AM-NOON
MASTERCHARGE— BANKAMERICARD
Conveniently Located Across From Hartford Hospital

Telephone: 247-7721
100 Retreat Avenue,
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

Take your break in Bermuda at the onlymajor hotel that's right on the beach.
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.
5 d a y s / 4 nights $279* per person (four to a room)
• Roundtrip Jet coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and
Dinner daily • Unlimited tennis on six day/night
courts • Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
Available January 2 to January 31,1978.
"For further complete information and reservations, see your campus rep.

SONESJ7\
BEACH
HOTEL

Carol Meyer
Woodward 26
Box 578
246-7186

Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202

sages, and imitation. The piece was
incredibly rapid and dramatic. It
touched on a variety of moods.
Even though it was such a rapid
piece Gil did not loose the
expression of moods or the eveness
of notes.
After a brief intermission, Gil
returned to an admiring audience
and played Variations on a Recitatif
by Schoenberg. This piece was
extremely dissonant and employed
the Dodecaphonic System that
Schoenberg is noted for. It was
extremely fragmented, jumping,
from one keyboard to another, to
the pedals, then returning to the
keyboard. The final piece of the
program was Sonata in C—Minor
by Julius Reubke. The piece was
very romantic and reminded one of
the shimeriness of Debussy and the
"style of liszt. It was played with
great expression and feeling.
After the final piece, the
audience applauded appreciativly.
Finally Mr. Gil once again walked
up the steps to the organ and
played an encore, the first piece
Fantasy in B—flat Major. Afterward the audience greeted him
with a standing ovation. Mr. Gil is
a brilliant musician and he gave a
delightful and superb performance
It will be a great night to
remember.

wire

YOUR MUSIC CONNECTION
connects

HIT^FTER HIT>4FTERHIT
EAGLES • FLEETWOOD /MAC • HE/4RT
PETER FR/IMPTON • SUPERTRkMP
P/IBLO CRUISE - O4RLY SIMON
BROTHERS JOHNSON • KISS
STEVE /MILLER BKND • RITk COOLIDGE
LEO SAYER • KC. & THE SUNSHINE BKND
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Announcements
Tyler Lecture
John Tyler, a 1973 graduate of
Trinity, will lecture on the topic,
"Revising the Revisionists: Some
Thoughts on the Current Stalemate
Over the Causes of the
Revolution," at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, November 9, in the Wean
Lounge. The lecture is sponsored
by the History Department.
Mr. Tyler is the author of The
Connecticut Loyyalists: An
Analysis of Loyalist Land Confiscations in Greenwich, Stamford
and Norwalk (1977), a book which
grew out of his senior thesis at.
Trinity. Currently a Ph.D. candidate in American history at
Princeton, Mr. Tyler is researching
a dissertation on the role of the
colonial merchants in the events
leading to the
American
Revolution. He taught history at
the Trinity Pawling School from
1975 to June of this year.

Introductory Physics
We are planning an introductory physics course for the
upcoming Trinity term. Unlike
Physics 101, the course will be
offered in seminar format.
Reading
and
problem
assignments will supplement class
discussions. Thematerial covered
will be largely dependent upon
questions the students raise about
various aspects of physics.
This introductory course will
emphasize understanding concepts. It will be the responsibility of
the students to raise the questions
around which the discussion will
revolve.
*"* Anyone interested in this kind
of course should contact: Carol
Flinn, box 117, or Prof. Charles
Miller, McCook 216.

Retailing Externship
of the V"

ece, lne
reciatWty-

learn something about retailing
through this oneor two week
program during spring vacation
1978, contact Jean King in Career
Counseling, Seabury 45, no later
than November 15.

Minority Support
Meeting
There will be a meeting of the
minority support group on Friday
at 3:30 p.m. at 70 Vernon St.

Wheaton
Visiting Day

Letter Grades

Wheaton College is sponsoring
an Exchange Student Visiting Day
on Friday, November 11. We are
interested in showing Wheaton to
students who are considering the
12 College Exchange Program and
hope you will come.
The day will include attending
classes, lunching with faculty
members, participating in a panel
discussion with faculty, administration, and students, and
getting to know Wheaton on an
informal yet informative basis.
Wheaton has many exciting
programs and unique challenges to
offer. Also, if you are involved in a
preprofessional program such as
premed, you can continue your
studies without loss of credits or
interru tion. Wheaton's facilities
and health careers advisers can
make the transition a smooth one.
If you are thinking about the 12
College Exchange or haven't yet
considered it, you may be interested in attending this visiting
day. At present, there are 10
Wheaton students attending
Trinity through the exchange who
will be happy to tell you more and
who may be able to bring you to
our campus themselves.
Yours truly,
Deborah Hohlt
Chairwoman, Academic Council

One or more students from
Trinity will have the opportunity to
do a Spring Career Externship in
retailing at Wanamakers DepartApplications to participate in
ment Store in Philadelphia. If you this program for either the Fall
are interested in this chance to Term 1978 or the Spring Term 1979

Maritime Studies

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

may be secured in the Office of
Educational Services. Additional
information is available in the
Reading Room of the Office of
Educational Services (in an orange
binder) about this program at
Mystic Seaport. Applications will
be due on Friday, February 10, but
students should also talk with
Professor Sloan or Dean Winslow
this semester. Arrangements
should be made to go to Mystic
Seaport for an interview during the
month of January.
Until 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
November 22, 1977, a student may
elect to receive a letter grade in a
course that he or she is presently
taking on a Pass/ Fail basis. Notice
must be given on a timely basis to
the Registrar's Office. No course
may now be converted from a
letter grade to the Pass/ Fail
system of grading.

East Angiia
Exchange
Students interested in this
exchange with a British University
for the 1978-1979 academic year
are reminded to read the information in the Office of
Educational Services and to obtain
a copy of the procedure sheet for
applying. Applications should be
submitted by March 1, 1977. Interested applicants might also wish
to speak to a UEA student here on
exchange this year, Katherine
Bowden, or Trinity students who
were ate UEA last year: H. Scotte
Gordon and Deborah J. SkSikkel.
At least eight places are
available for the coming academic
year.

London School
Of Economics
Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science
for the 1978-1979 academic year
should have at least a E plus
average through the first term of
their sophomore year. Please plan

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

to talk to Professor LeRoy Dunn
and Dean Winslow before the end
of this term if you are interested in
this possibility in Great Britain.
Both James Essey and Bruce
Cameron, now seniors at Trinity,
were enrolled at the London
School of Economics last year.
Yolanda Sefcik is enrolled at the
London School of Economics from
Trinity College this year.

Study In Colombia

Mr. John Cranshaw, Administrative Assistant for the Great
Lakes Colleges Association
Program in Bogota, Colombia, will
be at Trinity to meet with students
who want to discuss study in that
program. He will meet with interested students on Wednesday,
November 16, in the Committee
Room of Mather Campus Center
at 4:00 pjn. This program is the
one administered by Antioch
College. All students are welcome
Pre-Registration for the Trinity to attend, whether or not they have
Term 1978 will be on Thursday and definitely decided on study in
Friday, November 17-18, 1977, South America.
according to the alphabetical
schedule to be mailed by the
Registrar's Office to all students
Students planning to study
soon. Any student planning to
withdraw voluntarily for the Trinity away from Trinity during the
Term should file a "Notice of With- Trinity Term (Spring) 1978 are
drawal" with the Registrar's Office expected to have completed all
by pre-registration. All students arrangements and have notified the
who are expecting to continue at Office of Educational Services of
Trinity next term must pre-register their final plans by November 15,
on time. Those planning to study 1977.
on an Academic Leave of Absence
or an Exchange Program next term
should confirm their plans with
Mr. Bernhard
Buchner,
Dean Winslow after receiving a Program Director of the Institute
mailing from him during the first of European Studies in Freiburg,
part of November. Students who Germany, will meet with students
will be participating in the Barbieri who want to inquire into study in
Center/ Rome Campus Program Germany on Friday, November 11,
for the Spring Term 1978 should at 10:30 a.m. in Alumni Lounge.
register according to the directions All are welcome to attend and need
given to them in their acceptance not have decided definitely on
letters early in November.
study in Germany.

Pre-Registration

Notification Deadline

Germany Program

Ski Trip
• Anyone interested in skiing for
five days over Christmas Vacation
at Cannon, Waterville Valley,
Loon, and Bretton Woods is invited
to attend an informational meeting
on Monday, Nov. 14 at 4:30 p.m. in
Wean Lounge. The cost, SI 12,
includes lodging (private bath,
color T.V., indoor swimming pool,
sauna, and game room); all
day/ all lift tickets; 5 breakfasts
and 4 dinners; entertainment and
parties. The trip will run from Jan.
8-Jan. 13, 1978—what a way to end
the vacation! For further information, please contact Gary
Savadove, Box 323, 2494533.

History Lecture
The Department of History will
present the annual Wilmarth
Sheldon Lewis Lecture on
Tuesday, November 15 at 5:00 p.m.
in the Boyer Auditorium. Professor
Glenn Weaver will speak on "Why
Were There Loyalists in Connecticut?"

Workplaces
Workplaces is a new career
education high school in Hartford,
and volunteers are needed to tutor
individuals and small groups in
Biology, Reading, basis math
computation, arid English for
Spanish dominant students. The
students are inner-city high school
juniors who are pursuing a diploma
through a combination of
academics, career training and
work experience. The academic
program is located at the Hartford
Graduate C enter, in downtown
Hartford, Interested persons
should contact Sandra Jibrell at
566-6056.

Moby-Dick
The 1931 John Barrymore
version of "Moby Dick" will be
shown Wednesday, November 9, at
7:00 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
All are invited. Admission is free.

Women's Center
Film

The third program in the
Women's Center series of films by
independent feminist filmmakers
will
be shown this evening in
The get-together for students
involved in the Hartford com- McCook Auditorium at 6:30.
munity through internships or Tonight's film, "Nana, Mom and
volunteer work has been Me" by Amalie Rothschild was
rescheduled for Thursday, Nov. 10 begun as a portrait of the filmmaker's grandmother but, due to
at 7:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge.
the old woman's determined
reticence, became instead the
portrait of three generations and
Concerned, creative individuals their mutual, often critical, perneeded to participate in Job Prep, a ceptions of each other-their love
pre-vocatkmal/ remedial
ed and their conflicts as women with
program held at Mitchell House on differing experience and goals.
Admission is free, and an informal
38 Lawrence St. in Hartford.
We need people Monday, discussion will follow in the
Tuesday and Thursday mornings Women's Center.
from 9 to 12 for tutoring that
entails relating to 15 and 16 year
olds concepts in math and reading
Tonight the Trinity World Afthat will help build job and survival
fairs Association will present "A
skills. Experience in subject area or
Sense of Loss," a documentary film
teaching methods not necessary,
dealing with the conflict in
just a willingness to try creative
northern Ireland. The Rim will be
approaches, a desire to be picking
shown at 8 p.m. in McCook
up new skills yourself.
Auditorium and is open free to all
If interested in one or more
students and faculty. A discussion
mornings, or need more inwill follow the film.
formation, call Job Prep, Remedial
Education, 522-2129.

Intern Coffee

Job Prep

PIZZA
Phone
247-0234

Richard Staron
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

Ireland Film
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European Hegemony
cont. from page 10
worked through the implications of
planetary history, at least as I have
defined the genre. He is too wedded
to the methods of historiography
based primarily on written sources
and not sufficiently aware of the
possibilities of reconstruction history from unwritten sources as
pioneered by the ethnohistorians.
He accepts unquestioningly the
concept of the oekumene of his
colleague MacNeil along with the
rather dubious historical notion of
the axial period first put forward by
Karl Jaspers. In addition, while he
postpones the "rise of the West"
to a much later date than most
historians, he ends by emphasizing
the passivity and helplessness of
Islamic peoples in the face of
European hegemony. Perhaps it
takes a historian of Africa, where
we have already discarded the
notion that European imperialism
always had its own way even in the
days of its power, to see this
important defect. Finally, and not
least, Hodgson was excessively
fond of jargon words; no defect in
the eyes of a social scientist,
perhaps, but a cardinal sin to

More Sports

open only to those seniors who
have had a least one 200 or 300
level history course or a course in
international relations or international economics. I would make this
course available only to seniors
because I am convinced that most
underclassmen would not have had
enough background to deal with
the high level of abstraction which
such a course would entail. Efforts
at synthesis go unappreciated
when the audience is not familiar
with any of the things being
synthesized.

historians.
Perhaps this discussion has
made something of a case that we
have at least arrived at the point
where it will be possible to write a
history of the human community
which will not simply be a boiled
down compendium of historical
scholarship, open to criticism from
every specialist. Instead it is
_ entirely possible to develop the |
' genre of planetary history that it,
will make its own unique and
special contributions to the fund of
historical knowledge. The possibilities are all there. What is needed
to do it is time and will.
But what are the implications of
all this for an institution like Trinity
College? With our traditional dedication to leberal arts, to attempting
to view in perspective the broad
range of human achievement, need
we delay for twenty years until the
art of planetary history has matured enough to win acceptance
from academics and publishers? I
think not. There is enough talent
here to put something into the
curriculum not later that the second
semester of next year. What I
suggest is a single semester course

Sports Scene
From The Summit
by Nick Noble
Amherst was very cold, more than moderately wet, and
very disappointing. Still, disappointment is a waste of time
and next week is always much closer than yesterday. All eyes
should turn to Wesleyan for redemption and satisfaction.
One excellent result of the week-end; Waterpolo's
brilliant first-place tie in the New Englands. Women's Sports
and Club Sports seem to have dominated the success of this
fall. Maybe that says something. Think about it.

SGA

Sports' Genesis
The origin of "hockey" seems to be the appropriate sport
with which to bridge the gap between the fall and winter
seasons. Ice hockey comes directly from field hockey, and
field hockey is the modern descendant of one of the oldest of
man's pastimes: the act of hitting a ball or rounded object
with a stick. Cricket, baseball, golf, polo, lacrosse, hockey: all
of these sports sprang from this one source.
Who can say when it began. ? Some prehistoric forefather
started hitting fungoe flies with a tree limb and a rock, no
doubt. The Persians are credited with the invention of a
formalized "game" utilizing these methods. Actually it was a
very formalized religious ritual. The Aztecs also played a
form of hockey as part of an important fertility rite.
The first Persian evidence dates back to 2000 B.C., and
around 1922 B.C. it was carried over to Greece. The Greeks
in turn passed the game over to the Romans.
In the Roman colonies of Gallia and Brittania various
styles of the sport became very popular. The early Celts in
England adapted this Roman game to their "hurling", a very
violent type of contest, and the "national" game of the ancient Irish.
In England field hockey came to be known as "bandy
ball", for the bent shape of the stick. Hockey was banned in
1365, because of its violent nature, by King Edward III of
England. Despite the edict forbidding the sport (repeated
often) it was continued all over England. In 1527 we get the
first reference to "hockie", a name thought to have evolved
from the French "hoquet" meaning shepherd's crook and
again describing the shape of the stick.
The founding of the Blackheath Club around 1840 in
England formalized the game, and from then on it increased
in stature. In 1908 a field hockey was included in the Olympic
games. About this time, too, women began to adopt the sport
and adapt its rules, until now it is one of the most widely
played women's team sports in the world.
Ice Hockey was born in Canada. English soldiers with the
Royal Canadian Rifles in Ontario began the tradition in 1855
when they played a game of hockey not on a field, but on a
patch of ice behind their barracks. This game of "shinny1 was
played in boots, it is ture, but the seed was sown.
In Halifax the game was played widely by youngsters,
some on skates and some in boots, but with specially carved
sticks. J.G.A. Creighton, a student at McGill University,
Montreal, brought the idea from Halifax in 1879. McGill
organized the first formal team on skates: the McGill
University Hockey Club in 1880.
However, earlier games of this "shinny", though not
always on skates, had been referred to as Ice Hockey: witness
a contest in the Victoria Rink in Montreal, 1875.
Despite the haziness as to its actual birthplace, McGill did
first draw up a formalized code of rules in 1879, and so
deserves credit for the founding of the modern sport.
A round rubber ball gave way to the flat .puck, and nets
replaced crude goal lines as the game evolved. The number of
players on a side was reducdf asvmnd rubber ball gave way to
the flat puck, and nets replaced crude goal lines as the game
evolved. The number of players on a side was reduced from
eleven, to nine, to five, and finally up and settled at six.
The International Ice Hockey Federation was organized
in 1908. The C anadian Ice Hockey Association was formed in
1914. Gradually the game spread, and soon it was simply
"hockey", a sport for amateurs and professionals alike.

cont from page 3
Tripod, was formally approved.
CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE:
Ten student organizations have still
not submitted their constitutions.
They were sent notices early in the
semester, and will receive another
reminder this week. If their
constitutions are not in by January,
their funds will be frozen. The
committee is also reviewing SGA's
own constitution; questionnaires
have been sent to other schools

More Announcements
Aztec Two Step
On November 18th, two unique
and diverse duos will come together at the University of Hartford
for a previously unequaled evening
of folk, rock, and country music.
Aztec Two Step and Silverado, both
known for their electric mixture of
musical styles, as well as their
devoted audiences, will play at
University of Hartford on that
Friday at 8:00 p.m.
For More Information, Contact:

Promotional Consultants, 24 Lewis
Street, Hartford, CT., 06103 (203)
728-6712.

attend, as these are issues that
affect us all. The discussions are
sponsored by the Women's Health
Collective.

Birth Control
A presentation followed by an
informal discussion on birth control
and related issues, led by nurse
practicioners from Hartford Hospital Family Planning Clinic, will be
held on Monday, November 14 and
Wednesday, November 16, at 8:30
p.m. in Alumni Lounge. All men
and women are encouraged to

International
Students
:

There will be a meeting for
International Students to organize
an International STudents Association. The meeting will be held at
the Committee Room on Wednesday November 9 at 6:00 p.m. All
interested parties are WElcome.

Happy Hallowe'en, Basketball Team
by Dave Smith
It was another typical Trinity
Monday night. Students dressed
as knights, hobos, wierdos, tenyear-olds and drunks filed past the
three kegs and elder, purchased
some raffle tickets and sat down to
watch a midnight basketball game.
A typical Trinity Monday night.
Thirty more students dressed asbasketball players and divided into
teams of blue and white poured
onto the court to exhibit their skills
for the fans. The players, who
comprise this years' Bantam basketball team played 25 minutes of
rather sloppy but very entertaining
basketball.
At halftime the students pulled
out their 20 or 30 raffle tickets and
warmed up their shooting hands in
anticipation of being chosen to
shoot foul shots for valuable
prizes. After the five selected
contestants made fools of themselves by hooting and hollering and
jumping up and down in the
stands,'they went down to center
court to make fools of themselves in
front of everyone. When the fine
exhibition of shooting talent was
over, one had a dinner for two, one
a case of Heineken and one lucky
soul a pair of tickets to see the
Celtics in the middle of exams.
Those nightbirds who stayed for
the second half saw a lopsided
victory by the blue team. New
Head Coach Bill Harmon commented, "I was very pleased with
the game. The play was a little
sloppy but that was to be expected." After the game, the
strangly attired students filed out
of the gym and back to their rooms:
just like any other Trinity Monday
night.

* • • * • • • : • {•
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Paul McBrlde [no relation to Bake] takes a shot *t the hoop In the
Bantams Hallowe'en baptism last Monday night/Taesday morning.
Peter Quinlan [#12] readies for the rebound, as Marshall Dudley
[#33] jogs casually in the background. Happy Hallowe'en
Marshall!

.' photo by George Young

Tripod Sports is seeking interested, talented, and
dedicated people to write about winter sports. Swimmers and
squash writers are especially needed, but no one will be
turned away unheeded. Contact Nick Noble, Box 1898.

|
Any member of the Trinity
ycommunity who would like to
S'play ice hockey in an informal,
^no pressure, setting, where the
sonly requirements are the
v ability to stand up (at least
v half-way) on your skates, is
• urged to attend a meeting
! tonight, Tuesday, November 8,
?at 7:00 P.M., in Wean Lounge.
>If you are interested but
) unable to attend, please
> contact Howard Parris, Box
.1908 or 524-0721.

§
\
|
?
/
§

Junior
Assasinated
Earlier in the week, in an
informal contest played on the
Trinity soccer field, the college s
intramural soccer champions, the
Assasins, defeated the Bantam
Junior Varsity by a 3-0 score.
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More Sports
Bantams Bow To Lord Jeffs 49-14
A Tale Of Two Teams
by Nick Noble
It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times, to borrow a
phrase from Dickens. Last
Saturday at Amherst the fireworks
flew fast and furious as the Lord
Jeffs met the Trinity Bantams for
the 73rd time since 1886.
Both teams were impressive.
Amherst was awesome, combining
268 yards passing with 259 on the
ground for seven touchdowns and a
resounding 49-14 victory. Trinity,
despite five interceptions (which
testifies to the equally overpowering Amherst defensive unit)
looked damned good, collecting
250 yards in the air for a pair of
touchdowns. Too bad it was wasted
against Amherst, a team unbeaten
against Division HI competition,
with a better than excellent chance
to nab the Little Three crown next
weekend against Williams.
Trinity took the ball after the
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QB Mike Foye looks for an open
(receiver.

photo by Amy Polayes

kickoff, and proceeded to stall on
the wet, patchy field. QB Mike
Foye managed to complete a pretty
pass to Bill McCandless, only to
have the first down called back by
a holding penalty on the Bantam
line. Bob Plumb got off a fine 49
yard punt to keep the Bants out of
danger.
Amherst Quarterback and CoCaptain Mike Newman gave it his "
all, but in the Trinity defense held
fast, sacking him once, setting up a
4th and 22 situation, forcing a Lord
Jeff punt.
Trinity retaliated quickly,
getting the first down on two
running plays. Then Foye fumbled
the ball, and it was recovered by
Amherst's other Captain, Sean
Clancy.
Newman's arm exploded in this
series with a beautiful 30 yard pass
to converted QB Mark Manning. It
was first and goal, and the Bantam
line held tough for two downs. But
then Newman rolled out to his right
and scored, leaping over a diving
Trinity defender.
Trinity could do nothing, and
Plumb had to send another punt
forty plus yards. The Bantams got
lucky when a 40 yard pass from
Newman to Manning was called
back for holding. But then Lord
Jeff running back, Bob Sternberg,
picked up 33 yards on a draw,
setting up the opportunity for t
Newman to score again on a
keeper.
On the second play of the next
series, Foye sent a 16 yard zinger to
McCandless. Then a real laughter
occurred. Back in the shotgun
formation, Foye watched the snap
sail over his head, then turned and
chased it. Picking up up, he found
himself surrounded by a host of
hungry Amherst defenders, so he
threw it blindly. It landed in the
waiting arms of offensive guard
Tom Heffernan, who relied on all
his touch-football experience to
hold on to the ball. Alas, he was an

Sob ClafUn churns out yardage against Amherst.
ineligible receiver, and the play
was called back. Foye's next pass
was intercepted, and Amherst had
the ball. Amherst scored again.
Then Trinity fumbled the kickoff,
giving the opposition yet another
chance.
A Lord Jeff fumble gave Trinity
another chance, but they were
unsuccessful, as was Amherst on
their next opportunity. Then an
incomplete pass from Foye to
Flynn was interfered with by a
member of the Amherst secondary,
giving the Bantams a first down at
the Amherst 31. On the very next
play Pat McNamara came down
with Foye's pass in the end-zone for
a Trinity tally.
From then on the superlative
Amherst defense held Trinity
scoreless until the waning moments
of the final quarter. Lord Jeff
cornerback Tim Stanton had
an incredible day, collecting all five
interceptions, three of which ended
Bantam scoring threats.
Offensively
Amherst was
equally as amazing. QB Newman
recorded 244 yards in the air,
passing for two touchdowns and

running for two more. Mark
Manning was his star receiver,
collecting 117 yards on only three
catches. On the ground it was all
the Bob Sternberg show. The 185
pound sophomore garnered two
touchdowns, and had fine runs of
33, 21, and 19 yards in the first half
alone. Amherst's big threat, Senior
tight end Bill Swiacki, did comparatively little. Granted he caught
one long TD pass, and opened the
second half with a pair of long
receptions to set up a score, but.
that was his total contribution for
the day.
For the Bantams Mike Foye
completed 15 of 28 passing attempts for 207 yards.- The Trinity
offensive line had its best game of
the season, giving Foye more than
ample protection, and in the
second half opening up some
sizable holes for "Nick" Votze who
gained 77 yards in only two carries,
one for an amazing 69 yards. Foye's
prime receiver was Pat McNamara.
Pat had 7 catches for 126 yards and
a single TD, but his finest catch of
the day, a diving sideline grab of a
very long (over 40 yards) Foye pass,

photo by Brian Thomas

was called back because of
holding. Bill McC andless also did
well, gaining 57 yards with 4
receptions.
With 5 seconds remaining in the
game backup, Trin's QB Gary
Palmer threw an 11 yard TD pass to
Bob Plumb, but by then it was too
late. Fine defense, interceptions,
and penalties, had stifled a
potentially fine offensive afternoon
for the Bantams, and Amherst's
incredible offense (7 touchdowns)
had been too much. The final score
stood 49-14. It was the highest
score ever recorded by an Amhevst
team against Trinity,
butfortunately Palmer's last second
TD pass prevented it from being
the worst loss.
Wesleyan lost to Williams 13-7.
Next weekend's game ought to be
excellent.

Freshmen Shutout By Amherst 35-0
by Nancy Lucas
After the disappointing forfeit
by Union last week, the Frosh
Bantams of Trinity were looking
forward to Friday's game against
undefeated Amherst, who had shut
out the last 10 quarters they had
played. But Amherst proved to be
too much to handle as they crushed
the Bants, 35-0.
In this defeat, however, the
defense, impressive all season, did
photo by Myron Gudz
Frosh QB Frank Neteoh sets to pass.
not play as poorly as the score
indicated. Since Amherst had
possession of the ball for three
quarters of the game, the defense
* * * *
irk**
was naturally very tired, especially
playing in the 75 degree weather.
second half, however, to tie the Valiant attempts by Frank Fitby Mike McGovern
zgerald, Tom Kachmarck, Bob
Amherst, scoring two goals in game on a perfectly placed, Grant, and Rusty Nisbet kept the
* e first overtime period, defeated swerving corner kick which score from going much higher.
Nie JV soccer team 3-1, in the dropped into the goal over the
Dan Jacobs was so steadfast in
°amams final game last Saturday heads of the Trinity defenders.
his
position as linebacker that
a
Regulation time ended with the
' Amherst.
Amherst rarely ran to his side.
score
tied
1-1,
sending
the
game
Thanks to the excellent play of
Chip McKeehan was quite often
into overtime.
goalie Richard Kermond, t r i n
successful
in stopping rushes up the
tle
Amherst had the momentum,
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A
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sa
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had gained very little yardage
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\ goalie made a seemingly
Hustling for the Bantams in rushing because of the way the
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battled back in the and Mike Blinder-

Amherst Edges
JV Booters 3-1

well with their passing game,
despite constant pressure on their
talented quarterback. But even
while most of Amherst's points
were scored in the air, there was a
shining star in the Trin defensive
backfield. Shaun Finnegan played
his finest game, breaking up two
sure TD passes and intercepting
another.
Also making good plays on the
afternoon were Sean Souney, who
picked up 37 yards rushing in only
5 carries (the brunt on the Trin
offensive attack), Bill Luby, who
was the first man downfield

numerous occasions to smash the
ball-carrier as soon as he received
the punt; Pete Hoops, who had
some excellent kick-off returns;
Jon Cohen, punting wel, this his
first attempt at it,; and Jim Samsel,
who made some superb plays at the
unfamiliar position of defensive
end.

Congrats go to the team and
Coach Chet McPhee for an entertaining and winning season (3-2),
and best of luck next year.

Ty Coritin and Amherat defense meet head on.
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Trinity Ducks Tie For First Place In New England Waterpolo I =
What do Ducks do? Ducks win
at Water Polo. This past weekend
the Trinity College Water Polo
Team ventured to Southern Conn.
State College for the New England
Division II Water Polo Championships. It was the fourth time in the
five years since the club's conception that they have qualified for
this tourney.
After last years second place
finish it was felt that the loss of four
starters would necessitate much
rebuilding this year. This seemed
to be what was happening in the
early season games. The Ducks put
it all together in their league game
versus U. of Conn. In the 8-6

victory the team jelled into a
choesive unit with the formation of
an impregnable defense and a fast
moving offense. All of this improvement was achieved without
the help of any coach or financial
support from the school. Hard work
by co-captains Kent Reilly and
Scott MacDonald in combination
with the determination all involved
lead to the development of a well
disciplined and intelligent team.
The U. Conn, victory proved
to be n o fluke as future games
versus U.R.I., Amherst, and Westfield State gave the Ducks a four
game winning streak going into the

New Englands. Realizing that they
did have the potential to be the top
team, Trin looked forward to the
opportunity to take another shot at
the two perrenial Div. II leadersSouthern and Boston College. On
Friday night, the #3 seeded Trinity
Ducks took on the Ephmen of
Williams in the first round of the
tourney. The first quarter proved to
be a lesson for the Ducks in how
one should not underestimate an
opponent. Williams scored first but
Trin's Kent Reilly countered with a
strong outside shot. The Ephmen
came back to score twice more but
Soph Mike Hinton took a pass from
Reilly and drove through the
Williams to bring the score to 2-3 at
the end of the first quarter. Trin
regrouped and at the start of the
second quarter the defense came
on strong. The play of Franck
Wobst, Chip Glanville, and Rich
Katzman held Williams scoreless.
Junior Rob Calgi picked up a
Trinity rebound and rammed it
through the goal to knot up the
score. Reilly then connected on a
goal. Hinton scored Trin's third
goal of the quarter and the half
ended 5-4. The third quarter was
characterized by aggressive defense as each team was able to tally
just once. MacDonald and Junior
7) | Randy Brainerd played superb
defense for Trin.

Look at the "foul" sort of things that happen underwater.

Soccer Falls To Amherst,
Streak Snapped At Four

by Randy Pcarsall
The soccer teams four game win
streak and playoff hopes simultaneously came to an end this past
Saturday as Amherst defeated the
Bantam hooters 2-1. Buoyed by a
large crowd and a very slippery
field, Amherst scored the only
second half goal extending their
own undefeated streak to three
games. Trin's record fell to 6-4
which includes a victory over Coast
Guard earlier in the week.
On Tuesday, the USCGA made
the trip up to Hartford with
impressive credentials. Their 8-2
record was highlighted by eight
shutout victories, but Joe Capasso
made sure that thee would not be a
ninth as he scored in the 12th
minute, assisted by Tom Lenahan.
Bill Dodge followed with an
unassisted goal three minutes later
and Trin jumped out to a quick two
goal lead. The Coasties slid back
into the game with only 25 seconds
left in the first half when a Trin
defender deflected a ball into his
own goal. Not to be outdone,
Madding headed in his third goal of
the year as time ran out off an
assist by Aaron Thomas.

Coast Guard scored eariy in the
second half but a stubborn Bantam
defense preserved the 3-2 victory.
•Goalies Al Waugh and Dave
Snyderwine combined for ten saves
and Madding led Trinity with seven
shots.
The Amherst game was the big
heartbreaker of the season. Trin
needed the win to remain high

enough in the New England soccer
rankings that will eventually decide
the tournament contenders. Barring a unlikely series of upsets, the
Bantam chances to exend their
season now seem very slim.
Despite a poor record, Amherst
proved to be an extremely formidable opponent and they scored
the first goal in the 11th minute.
The Bants equalized the score five
minutes later as Ken Savino
notched his fourth goal of the
season on a penalty kick. The score
stood 1-1 at the half, both teams
playing very evenly.
In the second half, it appeared
that Trin would finally overcome

Trinity broke the ice in the
fourth quarter as they pummelled
seven goals through the nets. The
scoring was lead by Calgi who had
three goals in the quarter. Glanville
tallied on a neat fast-break play,
Reilly also hit from the outside, and
Brainard rounded out the scoring.
The final score was Trin 13
Williams 7. The victory placed
Trinity in the winners round robin
along with Southern and B.C.
On Saturday games were played vs. Southern (N.E. Champions
1973-1976) and B.C. Two games in
the space of four hours was quite a
task but the Ducks had to be up for
it. From the beginning of the game
against Southern the psyche was
up. Constant chants from the bench
and plenty of moral support kept
this psyche up. Throughout the
first quarter the Ducks dominated
the strong Southern offense due to
the exploits of Wobst, Reilly, and
Ted Murphy on defense." The Trin
defense rendered the reigning
champs impotent holding the Owls
the slick field and inconsistent
officiating that had plagued each
team. The Bants exerted a lot of
pressure and offense to keep the
ball in the Amherst end. However,
just when Trinity seemed ready to
explode, Amherst scored on a
direct kick and took a 2-1 lead that.
the Bantams were unable to
overcome.

Aaron Thomas heada one against Coasties.
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to only one goal in the quarter.
Down 0-1 starting the second
quarter, the offense took over. Rob
Calgi amazed the partisan hometown crowd as he amassed three
goals for the Ducks. The first half
ended with Trin out in front 3-1.
After a well earned five minute
rest, the Trinmen jumped right
back into the thick of things. The
Ducks drew first blood in the
quarter as Calgi again popped in a
rebound. Hinton and Wobst securely anchored the defense. Southern
was able to put only one goal
through while Trin was a man
down. Fantastic Freshman Fritz
Eberle blocked fourteen shots in
the tilt. His brilliant play throughout the game was a major factor in
Trin's triumph. The Ducks fought
back to a 5-2 lead when Calgi
scored on a crowd-crushing backhand from
his center-forward

throughout the game. Eberle was
instrumental in the win as he was
able to freeze the ball during the
final seconds of the game to give
Trin their second win of the New
Englands and sixth win in a row.
Marching into the game against
Boston College, the Ducks could
have clinched first place with a win.
B.C. quickly thwarted any hopes of
an all-out win by Trin as they
surged to a 4-0 first quarter lead.
B.C. continued the surge as they
pulled ahead to a 5-1 lead at the
half. Katzman zipped one in from
the outside for the Ducks.
The Trinity offense could only
produce one more goal in the
second half on Hinton's lefthanded
sweep shot. Otherwise, B.C. continued to pound on the goal as they
won 12-2.
Trinity finished the tournament
with a 2-1 record and was able to

Randy Brainard with another accurate pass.
position. The Owls knew that they
had to come on strong if they were
to continue their four year reign on
the top. It was not to be- the
defense bent but would not break.
After winning the 4th quarter
face-off Southern scored a quick
opener and it looked like they
would march back. Reilly answered
for Trin a little later by scoring on a
Calgi pass. Southern scored twice
during man-up, situations to bring
the crowd to their feet and the
score to 6-5. Trin was not to be
denied as Calgi rebounded in his
own shot for the gamer.
Defense was the name of the
game as Coach Rob "Hecki"
Meyer directed the players. Goalie
Eberle guided his defensive unit,
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only gain a tie for first place if
Southern beat B.C. later in the
afternoon. A very "spirited" Trinity team saw Southern beat B.C.
and thus gain a tie for first. The
final standings were decided on
goal differentials and Trin was
awarded third place.
Thus one more week remains
for the Ducks this fall as they will
play against Columbia in the first
round of the Eastern Seaboard
Champs this weekend at Pen"
State. This season began with only
three starters from last years
campaign but has been able to
build a young, enthusiastic, and
well-disciplined team. Aloha.

C.C. Splits With
Quinnipiac And S.C.S.C.
by Alex Magoun
and John Sandman
Last Wednesday, the crosscountry team journeyed to Hamden, Connecticut and whipped the
Quinnipiac squad 17-42 in a
tri-meet. Southern Connecticut
State College, the third entry, shut
out both teams 15-50.
Alex Magoun ran an excellent
race, placing first for Trinity in
26:21 over the rolling 4.9 mile
course. John Sandman and Danny
Howe picked up second and third,
while Bob Williams and Alex
Sherwood rounded out the scoring
for Trinity with fifth and sixth.
This was the hardy Bantams'
last race, and the results gave them
a three and eight season. The wins
and losses do not show the vast
improvement that the team underwent this fall. Team efforts went
into practices, where the norm was
to have five men run 10 or 12 miles
on any given afternoon. Unfortunately, an unrealistic schedule

and -the nearly equivalent improvement of the opposing teams
makes the record remain the same.
Wednesday's meet was the last
in more ways than one, as
co-captains Jon Sendor and Danny
Howe finished up their crosscountry careers in Hamden. Sendor
has been the iron man of Trinity tor
the past four years, during which
time he has never missed a race
for an injury or any other reason.
He had an excellent season, m
which he was the team's stop
runner. Danny Howe has been
captain of the squad since his
sophomore year. A charismatic
leader, he has been the source oi
team spirit. Messrs. Sendor ana
Howe will be sorely missed.
Next year the team has four <»
the top six runners returningcouple of good freshmen, a mo^
reasonable and competitive sche ule, and they might be able to turn
the record around.
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